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Executive Summary
Total trade between China and the nations of the African continent totaled $8 billion in 2000. In
2019, that figure topped $200 billion. China’s annual foreign direct investment in Africa stood at
$75 million in 2003. By 2018, that figure had swelled to over $5 billion. State-owned China
Nonferrous Metal Mining made the first known Chinese investment in an African mine in 1998.
Today, Chinese companies own or invest in at least 77 mines on the African continent. Chinese
companies have invested in, backed, and built road, rail, port, and air infrastructure; dozens of
industrial parks and agriculture technology development areas; and, increasingly, foundations for
emerging technological systems including telecommunications, surveillance, and financial
technology across the African continent.
This engagement with countries in African is propelled by the Chinese government. Much is
undertaken by State-owned enterprises (SOEs). The engagement has evolved from resource
acquisition to resource control, horizontal and vertical industrial integration, influence over
Africa’s industrial development, and even the use of localized positions in African markets to
access global export opportunities, including in the EU and Western hemisphere.
This report seeks to document the nature of Beijing’s engagement in Africa. The analysis reviews
Chinese strategic discourse and investments, as well as Sino-African interactions across economic,
commercial, and military spheres. This report argues that Beijing prioritizes Africa for its mineral
and energy resource wealth. Beijing also values the African continent as a testbed for industrial
policy, technology, and military development.
The ultimate purpose of this report is to provide U.S. decision-makers with robust empirics and a
replicable framework with which to monitor and respond to the CCP’s global economic and
security campaign.

Key Findings
The CCP engages in Africa according to the logic and mechanisms of the “Go Out” program and
the strategic theory of “Two Markets, Two Resources” (两个市场,两种资源). Two Markets, Two
Resources distinguishes domestic resources and markets from foreign ones. The global market is
to be penetrated while the Chinese one is, relatively, insulated. Foreign resources are to be
siphoned while domestic ones are, relatively, defended. According to the Two Markets, Two
Resources logic, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) prioritizes four key areas in Africa:
•
•
•
•

Energy and mineral resources,
Markets for goods and services,
Industrial and security infrastructure, and
Standards for foundational systems, especially of commerce, infrastructure, and
industry.

In these areas, Beijing pursues not just access but also control. Chinese SOEs and State-backed
firms invest in the resources of countries on the African continent and build corresponding,
integrated industry chains. These industry chains are increasingly connected to information
1

technology (IT) systems that may allow Chinese integration and control to extend beyond the
African continent. IT systems may also – through China’s military-civil fusion program – be
integrated with and propel Beijing’s security apparatus.
Beijing operationalizes its engagement with Africa through a “State-led, Enterprise-driven”
approach. This approach leverages CCP backing, direction, and incentive-shaping policies to guide
commercial activity according to a set, economically- and strategically-motivated vision of
Africa’s value to Beijing. The State-led, Enterprise-driven approach does not directly determine
all individual projects or investments in Africa. It does shape channels and incentives for them. In
areas that the Chinese government prioritizes, this approach can foster duplication, inefficiencies,
and what appears to be patchwork activity.
China’s activity in Africa bears security and economic implications for the United States.
-

-

-

China’s investment in resources whose known reserves are clustered on the African
continent may permit Beijing outsize influence over international supply. The risks are
particularly severe for critical, supply-limited inputs for advanced and emerging industrial
applications (e.g., inputs like the cobalt and lithium required for electric vehicle batteries).
Beijing may use integrated industrial chains in Africa to retain dominance in low-cost
global manufacturing even as costs in China rise. In exporting Chinese technical standards,
Beijing may be able to cement influence over these industrial chains.
Proliferation of China’s technical standards in Africa may also help propel the CCP’s
efforts to set global standards, especially in emerging systems (e.g., financial technology).
As many African countries rapidly transform into consumer societies, this will create lockin to Chinese technologies and guarantee Chinese firms a dominant market position.
Chinese information networks across Africa, built in large part by military-civil fusion
(MCF) actors, could, in the long term, foster information asymmetry and challenge the
ability of the U.S. military to project power in the region.

In many cases, Chinese investments in Africa are indirect or obfuscated – or exist within integrated
industrial, supply, and investment chains. This can challenge attempts to assess China’s position,
corresponding risks, and vulnerabilities. Similarly, Beijing’s military-civil fusion model, and
information sharing within it, might obscure the development of security-relevant positioning
despite what remains a limited, conventional Chinese military presence on the African continent.
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Introduction: The African Continent in China’s Two Markets, Two
Resources
Total trade between China and the nations of the African continent totaled $10.5 billion in 2000.1
In 2019, that figure topped $200 billion.2 China’s annual foreign direct investment in Africa stood
at $75 million in 2003. By 2018, that figure had swelled to over $5 billion.3 Chinese companies
have invested in, backed, and built road, rail, port, and air infrastructure; dozens of industrial parks
and agriculture technology development areas; mines and mineral processing facilities; and,
increasingly, foundations for emerging technological systems including telecommunications,
surveillance, and financial technology across the African continent.
This report analyzes primary source Chinese strategic discourse about and resource allocations in
Africa. The report argues that Beijing prioritizes the continent’s mineral and energy resource
wealth. Beijing also values the African continent as a testbed for industrial policy, technology, and
military development. “It is no mere rhetoric that China needs Africa,” wrote Zhang Hongming,
Deputy Director of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences’ African Studies Institute, in 2017.
“Africa has political, economic, and even strategic resources that China uses in order more
effectively to expand its interests – thus turning operations in Africa into a strategic outer line for
China’s geopolitical strategy of great power relations.”4
According to Zhang, the CCP prioritizes four key areas in Africa:5
•
•
•
•

Energy and mineral resources,
Markets for goods and services,
Industrial and security infrastructure, and
Standards for foundational systems, especially of commerce, infrastructure, and
industry.6

1

Kingsley Ighobor, “China in the Heart of Africa,” UN Africa Renewal, January 2013.
People’s Republic of China Ministry of Commerce, “Statistics on China-Africa Trade in 2018,”
3
China-Africa Research Initiative, “Chinese Investment in Africa,” Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International
Studies.
4
Zhang Hongming, “China's Strategic Operations Research on Africa” (中国对非洲战略运筹研究), West Asia and
Africa, 2017. Translation. Zhang frames these priorities in terms of China’s larger strategic ambitions: “China’s
interests in Africa are not solitary,,but exist as part of China’s national interests as a whole.” Writing in 2017, he also
paints a longitudinal picture: “Compared to the past, a prominent change in China’s demand for Africa is that it
increasingly values Africa’s economic value, especially resources and markets, and incorporates the continent in to
the mid- and long-term planning of national development strategies…From a trend perspective, China will further
expand the field of radiation of its African interests in the next five to ten years.” (Ibid.)
5
Those are the “priorities” in what Zhang describes as normal situations. Under “abnormal situations,” when China
faces emergent threats or opportunities, the CCP uses Africa to strengthen its international image and multilateral
standing. Zhang cites attacks on China’s human rights abuses in the last decade of the 20th century: “At that time,
China made the most of its diplomatic resources in Africa, obtaining international support from African countries.”
More recently, he notes, “African countries have expressed their approval for and support of China’s position in the
South China Sea issue.” (Zhang Hongming, “An Analysis of China's Interest Level in Africa” (中国在非洲利益层次
分析), West Asia and Africa, 2016. Translation.)
6
Zhang Hongming, “An Analysis of China's Interest Level in Africa” (中国在非洲利益层次分析), West Asia and
Africa, 2016. Translation.
2
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In these areas, Beijing’s engagement pursues not just access but also integrated control. Beijing
secures mining rights in African countries and develops them with Chinese companies and
management. Beijing’s State-owned and private7 enterprises also build their own factories and
facilities in Africa to process the continent’s resources, benefiting from low production costs.
Investments in infrastructure allow Chinese actors to transport, or influence the transportation of,
goods and resources being produced in Africa. In many cases, infrastructure invested in by Chinese
government and commercial players is built on Chinese standards, which can make it dependent
on China’s expertise and industrial chains.8 Together, these threads amount to vertically integrated
operations in Africa. The relevant operations are largely economic, but they provide the
foundations for influence in security and information as well as commercial domains.
The CCP’s industrial positioning in Africa reflects the long-standing Go Out program. Go Out
defines Beijing’s web of industrial plans, including the Strategic Emerging Industry Initiative and
Made in China 2025. The Belt and Road Initiative, and Beijing’s larger apparatus of governmentdirected investment and industrial integration, operationalize these plans globally. China’s
military-civil fusion (军民融合) 9 program connects industrial efforts to the security domain.
China’s standards strategy10 outlines an emerging goal: To claim a global rule-setting role.
This ecosystem of plans, strategies, and mechanisms is defined by a calculus about globalization
and its opportunities codified in the CCP’s ambitious “Two Markets, Two Resources” (两个市场，
两种资源)11 strategic theory. First appearing in Chinese policy documents in the early 1980s, Two
Markets, Two Resources distinguishes domestic resources and markets from foreign ones.12 The
global market is to be penetrated while the Chinese one is, relatively, insulated. Foreign resources
are to be siphoned while domestic ones are, relatively, defended. Two Markets, Two Resources
should not be understood as a bid for decoupling or absolute self-sufficiency. The theory does not
reject globalization. Instead, it takes advantage of globalization, leveraging asymmetric domestic
protection and control against the more open global environment to foster one-sided dependence.13
7

This report uses the term “private sector” or “private” to describe China-domiciled firms that are not directly Stateowned by a central CCP authority or equivalent provincial or municipal arm of the Chinese state. The use of the
“private” designation should not be conflated with the common conceptions in the United States of distinctions
between non-governmental and governmental sectors. The “private” China-domiciled actors discussed in this report
maintain a variety of direct connections to the Chinese government, including in the form of State backing and
oversight. For example, “private” Chinese firms often receive significant subsidies from the State and incorporate
Chinese Communist Party committees into their internal operation and decision-making structures. These reflect the
“State-led, Enterprise driven” model cited in this report.
8
Mohammed Yusuf, “Cost of China-built Railway Haunts Kenya,” Voice of America, February 26, 2020.
9
Emily de La Bruyère and Nathan Picarsic, “Beijing’s Innovation Strategy: Threat-Informed Acquisition for an Era
of Great Power Competition,” Naval Postgraduate School Acquisition Research Symposium, May 2020.
10
Emily de La Bruyère and Nathan Picarsic, China Standards 2035: Beijing’s Platform Geopolitics and
“Standardization Work in 2020,” Horizon Advisory; Arjun Kharpal, “Power is ‘Up for Grabs’: Behind China’s Plan
to Shape Next Generation Tech,” CNBC, April 26, 2020.
11
This phrasing is not set in stone. Other, seemingly interchangeable, permutations include “两种资源,两个市场,”
“两种资源, 两个市场,” and “两个市场,两种资源.”
12
China National Conditions Research Center, “Two Kinds of Resources and Markets: Research on Constructing
China's Resource Security System” (两种资源 两个市场: 构建中国资源安全保障体系研究), 2001. Translation.
13
As the China National Conditions Research Center, jointly operated by the Academy of Sciences and Tsinghua
University, explained in 2001 research on Two Markets, Two Resources: “The dependence relationship between our
country and the world’s resource market is gradually improving.” (China National Conditions Research Center, “Two
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For Two Markets, Two Resources to work, Beijing must establish leverage over consolidated
sources of critical global resource supply. Then it must establish dominance over critical nodes in
existing supply and industrial chains. The value of those positions compounds if they can be
translated into influence over global standards and networks of exchange. Networks and standards
constitute rules and architectures for global markets and resources. Rulemaking confers
advantages in commerce and in information access. For example, if a country’s enterprises set the
standards for railway gauges at border crossings, their wheel assemblies are likely to enjoy higher
demand. Overseeing rulemaking at the World Trade Organization provides access to information
about dispute resolutions and an ability to affect corresponding norms.
In a concrete example of Two Markets, Two Resources, Chinese sources outline an international
competition for mineral resources in which China must protect its own supplies while investing in
foreign ones to create what Yao Guimei of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences calls a “global
mineral resources supply guarantee system.” 14 A 2015 article by researchers at the Chinese
Academy of Sciences and Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences explains that China must
defend its domestic resources through export restrictions and production limits while acquiring
and investing in overseas mineral reserves to “shape global resources.”15
Beijing sees African countries as a cost-efficient frontline for Go Out and the Two Markets, Two
Resources calculus behind it. The continent’s rich natural resource endowment offers footholds
into global supply. In many African countries, low cost of labor creates a favorable environment
in which to develop consolidated industrial chains on top of that resource endowment. Africa’s
growing, developing markets provide testbeds for emerging networks and standards.16
Beijing’s positioning in Africa responds to the continent’s need for economic engagement.
However, Beijing often responds to that need in a fashion that fosters systemic reliance. As China
trades with, invests in, lends to, and provides industrial support to African markets – and offers
security and humanitarian assistance – targeted African states come to rely on Beijing. This
report’s case studies on Angola and Kenya, for example, outline dependencies on China stemming
from Chinese dominance over the countries’ oil exports and infrastructure, respectively.
Dependence paves the way for the Chinese government and commercial actors to influence
resources, industrial chains, and standards. China is the top export market for 13 African countries.
It is the top import partner of 27 (Figure 1). That status can create reliance on China, as the source
of a significant proportion of economic activity.

Kinds of Resources and Markets: Research on Constructing China's Resource Security System” (两种资源 两个市
场: 构建中国资源安全保障体系研究), 2001. Translation)
14
Yao Guimei, “Strategic Consideration on Exploitation and Utilization of African Mineral Resources” (关于开发利
用非洲矿产资源的战略思考), West Asia and Africa, 2003. Translation.
15
Yu Wenji et al., “New Global Patterns and New Chinese Resource Strategies” (世界新格局与中国新矿产资源战
略观), Resource Science, 2015. Translation.
16
“Most African countries,” explains Zhang Hongming, “are in the initial stage of industrialization, with abundant
natural and human resources, coupled with unresolved industrial and market demand. Huge development space creates
huge opportunities.” (Zhang Hongming, “An Analysis of China's Interest Level in Africa” (中国在非洲利益层次分
析), West Asia and Africa, 2016. Translation.)
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Figure 1: China’s Trade with Africa: China as Top Export & Import Partner, 2003-201817

This report aims to assess the Chinese government’s approach to Africa and the implications for
U.S. economic and national security interests. The sections of this report that follow address the
tools with which China engages in Africa, China’s interests in African mineral and agriculture
sectors, and industrial and security cooperation, respectively. A series of narrative case studies
covering Angola, South Africa, Kenya, and Liberia are incorporated to provide detail on Beijing’s
engagement with individual African states.

A Note on Methodology
This report draws on China’s resource allocations and strategic writings to assess China’s
positioning, preferences, constraints, and strategic intent in Africa over time.18 The report pairs
that analysis with narrative exposition and case studies to convey fact-based background; identify
strategic patterns suggestive of objectives, preferences, and constraints in policy making and action;
and assess trends and their implications.
For the purposes of this report, Africa refers to the geographic contours of the African continent
spanning North Africa, East Africa, West Africa, and Sub-Saharan and South Africa. The scope
applied in this analysis also includes island nations that are commonly associated with the African

17

“UN Comtrade: International Trade Statistics Database.” United Nations; “China FTA Network.” Chinese Ministry
of Foreign Affairs; “Investment Policy Hub.” United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).
18
Several series of graphics beyond those referenced in the text of this report can be found in the Appendix.
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continent.19 Egypt stands out as one nation that is considered within the scope of this analysis
though it does not fall within the area of responsibility of the U.S. military’s Africa Command
(USAFRICOM).
Reference Figure: Countries of Africa

At various points, the report refers to the collective African continent. The report also cites Chinese
discussions that refer to Africa in its entirety. Several key findings and recommendations have
general applications and utility across the continent. However, the analysis does not assume that
the continent is a monolith. Nor does it assume monolithic behaviors or attitudes vis-à-vis China.
The advanced analysis seeks to reflect the nuance intrinsic in China’s engagement at the national
and local levels on the African continent.20
The credibility, authoritativeness, and relevance of individual primary sources cited in this report
are vetted based on individual, institutional, and publisher affiliations within the Chinese system.
A broad array of materials is included. These range from official Chinese government policies and
proclamations to industry and professional commentaries to peer-reviewed academic studies.
Where possible, reference to secondary materials focuses on those that are based in or commenting
19

The entire set of countries included in the definition applied is: Algeria; Angola; Benin; Botswana; Burkina Faso;
Burundi; Cabo Verde; Cameroon; Central African Republic; Chad; Comoros; Congo, Democratic Republic of the;
Congo, Republic of the; Cote d'Ivoire; Djibouti; Egypt; Equatorial Guinea; Eritrea; Eswatini (formerly Swaziland);
Ethiopia; Gabon; Gambia; Ghana; Guinea; Guinea-Bissau; Kenya; Lesotho; Liberia; Libya; Madagascar; Malawi;
Mali; Mauritania; Mauritius; Morocco; Mozambique; Namibia; Niger; Nigeria; Rwanda; Sao Tome and Principe;
Senegal; Seychelles; Sierra Leone; Somalia; South Africa; South Sudan; Sudan; Tanzania; Togo; Tunisia; Uganda;
Zambia; Zimbabwe.
20
As with the entirety of the report, errors and omissions in this regard are the fault of the authors.
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on primary source inputs. Additional secondary sources include media and industry commentaries
that draw on relevant resource allocation data and discourse.
Strategic discourse is tested against resource allocations. Data sources referenced as evidence or
indication of resource allocations include China-based statistical services; data collections housed
by multilateral fora, like the UN; data collections from commercial research services; and original
analysis aggregating data points across Chinese primary source and secondary source press
coverage. Such independent analyses include aggregation of data on Chinese industrial zones and
agricultural development zones from government and investment websites. They also include
comprehensive collection of press releases from major Chinese investment vehicles and SOEs in
Africa. Where possible, these sources have been aggregated and validated externally. Additional
emphasis has been placed on accumulating time series data to permit longitudinal insight and
identification of anomalies in statistical reporting.
This analysis is limited in its scope and objectives, as well as its data. The analysis focuses on
assessing Beijing’s perspectives, strategic intentions, and resource allocations. The same level of
scrutiny and inspection has not been applied to the official discourse of African nations. The
analysis is largely focused on China’s investments in commercial domains. China also engages
with Africa across diplomatic and informational spheres not covered in as much depth in this report.
And while the analysis is thorough in its sourcing, many of Beijing’s relationships and
engagements in Africa exist in opaque, fragmented, or evolving fields for which limited primary
source data exists. No fieldwork was conducted. The case studies are limited in number and in
depth.
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Background: Two Markets, Two Resources
The strategic concept labeled Two Markets, Two Resources is generally credited to Hu Yaobang,
Chairman and General Secretary of the CCP from 1981 until 1987.21 The phrase “Two Markets,
Two Resources,” first appears in the 1981 proceedings from the Fourth Session of the Fifth
National People’s Congress (NPC):
We have to use two kinds of resources – first, domestic resources and second, international
resources – develop two markets – first, domestic markets and second, international
markets – and learn two skills – first, the ability to manage the domestic economy and
second, the ability to manage international trade.22
In pursuit of those objectives, the NPC called for increasing exports, including of
electromechanical and metal processing products; introducing advanced technology and imported
equipment from foreign countries where those could not be manufactured domestically; 23 and
leveraging foreign funds to develop resources that China lacked. As NPC proceedings put it, those
measures, would “not only hinder [China’s] own shortcomings but also enhance [China’s] selfreliance.”24
When Jiang Zemin began formulating the “Go Out” program a decade later, he did so with Two
Markets, Two Resources as a core intellectual underpinning. Shen Chuanliang of the CCP’s
Central Party School writes:
At the end of 1993, the Third Plenary Session of the 14th Central Committee of the CCP
specified the ‘Exploiting International Markets’ and ‘Utilizing Foreign Resources’ that had
been defined by the 14th National Congress of the Communist Party [held in October
1992]…This can be regarded as a preliminary ‘Go Out’ strategy.25
In a 2002 speech on the urgency of implementing Go Out, then-President Jiang Zemin declared
that “the implementation of the ‘Go Out’ strategy is a major measure to push the opening up to a
new stage, an inevitable choice for better use of domestic and foreign markets and resources.”26

21

“Big Events in China in 1982” (1982 年中国大事记), China News, December 5, 2008. Translation.
National People's Congress, “Resolutions of the Fourth Session of the Fifth National People's Congress on the
Report on ‘Current Economic Situation and Guidelines for Future Economic Construction’” (第五届全国人民代表
大会第四次会议关于 “当前的经济形势和今后经济建设的方针” 报告的决议), December 13, 1981. Translation.
23
But only as individual, rather than complete, sets of equipment, and where import was paired with absorption.
24
National People's Congress, “Resolutions of the Fourth Session of the Fifth National People's Congress on the
Report on ‘Current Economic Situation and Guidelines for Future Economic Construction’" (第五届全国人民代表
大会第四次会议关于 “当前的经济形势和今后经济建设的方针” 报告的决议), December 13, 1981. Translation;
National People’s Congress, “Government Work Report at the Fourth Session of the Fifth National People’s Congress,”
(1981 年 11 月 30 日和 12 月 1 日在第五届全国人民代表大会第四次会议上的政府工作报告), November 30 and
December 1, 1981. Translation.
25
Shen Chuanliang, “Historical Evolution of China's Opening Strategy” (中国对外开放战略的历史演), Journal of
Liaoning Normal University, 2014. Translation.
26
Shen Chuanliang, “Historical Evolution of China's Opening Strategy” (中国对外开放战略的历史演), Journal of
Liaoning Normal University, 2014. Translation.
22
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Two Markets, Two Resources continues to frame the CCP’s industrial, economic, and strategic
planning. The theory is cited as an orienting logic in 2011 guidance on the Strategic Emerging
Industries Initiative,27 the State Council’s Made in China 2025 plan issued in 2015,28 and the 13th
Five Year Plan issued the same year,29 as well as prominent military texts, including the Science
of Military Strategy published by the Academy of Military Sciences. 30 In a 2011 article, Ni
Hongxing of the Ministry of Agriculture applies Two Markets, Two Resources to agriculture. He
writes that “the key to maintaining the security of China’s agricultural industry is to strengthen the
overall planning for the use of Two Markets, Two Resources for agriculture:”
Supply of major agricultural products, especially food, cannot depend on imports…The
use of foreign markets and foreign resources cannot affect the development of Chinese
agriculture…. China’s agricultural product trade policy cannot rest on short-term
comparative advantages and benefits, but rather on the necessary level of self-sufficiency
to maintain China’s influence over pricing in international agricultural products.31
In other words, Ni is arguing that Beijing cannot rely on market forces to govern the global
allotment of agricultural products and China’s share thereof. Ni cites foreign monopolies over
grain production, as well as foreign capital and exports, as factors that “undermined China’s
control over and pricing power in the soybean industry.”32
The CCP’s Two Markets, Two Resources approach hinges on scale and centralization. Beijing’s
centralization makes it more able to insulate its systems (e.g., information networks, supply chains)
than most global players. Beijing can also better influence the incentives of its private and
commercial actors, encouraging them to respond to national objectives rather than direct profit or
market pressures. Beijing describes this approach as “State-led, enterprise-driven.”33

27

State Council, Guiding Opinions on Promoting the International Development of Strategic Emerging Industries (关
于促进战略性新兴产业国际化发展的指导意见), October 25, 2011. Translation.
28
State Council of the People’s Republic of China, Made in China 2025 (国务院关于印发《中国制造 2025》的通
知), May 8, 2015. Translation.
29
Jiangxi Provincial People’s Government, “Proposal of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China on
Formulating the 13th Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development” (中共中央关于制定国民经
济和社会发展第十三个五年规划的建议), November 23, 2015. Translation.
30
“Make full use of the two international and domestic markets and two resources, realize the circulation of factors,
industrial docking, and complementary advantages on a global scale.” Shou Xiaosong, ed., Science of Military
Strategy (战略学), Military Science Press, 2013. Translation.
31
Ni Hongxing, “Integrate Two Markets and Two Resource to Ensure the Safety of the Agricultural Industry” (统筹
两个市场两种资源 确保农业产业安全), China Rural Economy, May 30, 2011. Translation.
32
Ni Hongxing, “Integrate Two Markets and Two Resource to Ensure the Safety of the Agricultural Industry” (统筹
两个市场两种资源 确保农业产业安全), China Rural Economy, May 30, 2011. Translation.
33
Gu Dawei, “China-Africa Three Networks, One Standardization and Production Capacity Cooperation Help Africa's
Industrialization Process,” (中非“三网一化”与产能合作助力非洲工业化进程 ) China Investment, 2016.
Translation.
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Tools and Mechanisms
According to the “State-led, Enterprise-driven” logic, Beijing engages in Africa through central
and local SOEs supplemented, increasingly, by private companies.34 All benefit from a range of
government support mechanisms designed both to encourage and to shape investment in Africa.
These mechanisms include funding and policy incentives. Government support mechanisms also
serve as coordinating forces, organizing, for example, alliances and supply chain partnerships
among Chinese companies. Sections that follow in this chapter summarize some of the primary
tools – including policy banks and investment vehicles – and mechanisms (e.g., subsidies,
preferential loans) through which Beijing encourages engagement in Africa. Aggregate trends in
China’s lending to African countries are reflected in Figure 2 and Appendix B.1.
Figure 2: China’s Loans to Africa, 2003-2017 (USD million)35

China’s Export-Import Bank (EXIM Bank), which underwrites China’s foreign preferential
loans,36 set up an office in South Africa in 1999. It is also a shareholder of the African EXIM
Bank.37 In 2017, Xinhua News identified 39 “major Sino-African cooperation projects.” Of those,

34

Wu Fang, “Eight Actions Promote High-Quality Development of China-Africa Infrastructure Cooperation” (八大
行动促进中非基础设施合作高质量发展), International Engineering and Labor, 2019. Translation.
35
Deborah Brautigam et al., “Chinese Loans to Africa Database,” China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies. Published March 2020. Maps include loans with specified
countries but do not include loans to “regions.” From 2003-2007, there were $92mn in regional loans. From 20082012, there were $228mn, and from 2013-2017 there were $2,960mn (Ibid)
36
The term “preferential loans” as used in this report refers to loans with more favorable terms than the market
standard.
37
Zhang Chunyu and Tang Jun, “New Progress in China-Africa Financial Cooperation” (中非金融合作新进展), East
Asia Aspect, 2014. Translation.
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24 were backed by the China EXIM Bank.38 An example of the Chinese government’s priority
lending areas, and preferential loan standards, for overseas projects is reflected in Figure 3.
China’s EXIM Bank’s activities in Africa focus on infrastructure construction. As of July 2019,
China EXIM Bank’s financing had covered 46 countries in Africa, with a cumulative contract
value exceeding $88 billion (600 billion RMB).39 Examples range from Nigeria’s Coastal Railway,
a $12 billion project undertaken in 2014, to loan-for-minerals deals in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC).40 Four of the eight projects signed by the China EXIM Bank in the first quarter
of 2020 were in Africa: Oil area roads in Uganda, a photovoltaic power plant in Lesotho, the
modernization of Madagascar’s communication network, and information and communication
modernization in the DRC.41
At the 2015 Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC), Xi Jinping announced the
establishment of the China-Africa Industrial Capacity Cooperation Fund (CAFIC), a development
investment fund with an initial capital of $10 billion, backed by foreign exchange reserves and
China EXIM Bank.42 As of October 2018, CAFIC had invested in 12 projects in Africa with a total
value of $1.4 billion.43
Figure 3: Project Standards for Discounted Loans44

Minimum
contract
Project name
amount
(USD)
Foreign contracted engineering contract
5 million
Overseas investment and forestry, fish and mining 1 million
cooperation projects
Overseas
Development
Center
Chinese 500,000
investment and agricultural cooperation

Minimum
(RMB)

loan

amount

3 million
3 million
1.5 million

The China Development Bank (CDB) complements China EXIM’s footprint, providing medium
and long-term development credit. CDB has cooperative relationships with a host of African policy
banks and governments, including the African Development Bank, Africa EXIM Bank, West
38

“Export-Import Bank: Focus on China-Africa Development and Help China-Africa Cooperation” (进出口银行：
聚焦中非发展 助力中非合作), Rural Financial Times, August 31, 2018. Translation.
39
“Export-Import Bank Africa Has Covered 46 Countries” (进出口银行非洲业务已覆盖 46 个国家), Xinhua News,
July 9, 2019. Translation.
40
In 2007, the China EXIM Bank loaned the DRC $9 billion – later reduced to 7 billion – to improve its mining
infrastructure. In exchange, the DRC National Copper Company promised 10.6 million tons of copper, 425,000 tons
of cobalt, and 625,000 tons of other mineral deposits. (China EXIM Bank)
41
“Six Major Projects of the Export-Import Bank's Overseas Loans in the First Quarter” (进出口银行一季度海外贷
款的 6 大项目 非洲为主), Sohu News, April 15, 2020. Translation.
42
“China-Africa Industrial Capacity Cooperation Fund,” China EXIM Bank, eximbank.gov.cn.
43
“China-Africa Is a Win-Win: Official,” China Daily, October 9, 2018.
44
Xu Lingbo and Yu Haonan, “The Experience and Challenges of Chinese Enterprises' Investment in African
Industrial Park: Taking Ethiopian Oriental Industrial Park as an Example” (我国企业对非洲产业园投资的经验与
挑战: 以埃塞俄比亚东方工业园为例), Business Modernization, 2019. Translation.
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African Development Bank, South African Development Bank, and East African Development
Bank.45
The China Africa Development Fund (CAD Fund): The CDB established the CAD Fund in
2007.46 Fully funded by the CDB and approved by the State Council, the CAD Fund supports
Chinese companies investing in Africa. It currently has a scale of over $10 billion and has invested
over $4.8 billion in more than 90 projects in 36 African countries.47 The CAD Fund’s focus areas
are: mining and oil and gas (e.g., chromium, iron, copper, cobalt, gold, platinum);48 electricity (e.g.,
thermal, hydro, wind, solar power; grid construction and acquisition); building materials (e.g.,
cement, glass, ceramics); machinery manufacturing (e.g., agricultural and construction machinery,
automobiles, home appliances); industrial parks; infrastructure, transportation, and
telecommunications; large-scale agriculture; banking, and tourism. 49 Trends in China’s direct
investment into Africa are reflected in Figure 4.
The CAD fund invests in and with Chinese companies to propel engagement in Africa. 50 For
example, the CAD Fund holds a 45 percent stake in Chery Overseas Industrial Investment, a joint
venture launched by China’s Chery Automobile in 2011 to establish factories and auto finance
companies in “important African markets.”51 The CAD Fund has similar joint ventures with the
FAW Automobile Group, China Brilliance, and China North Vehicle Co., Ltd. As the president of
the CAD Fund explained when the joint venture agreements were signed,
Chinese auto companies want to go overseas, and Africa is the best beach head…But due
to the large geographic area and relatively scattered markets in Africa, it is too expensive
for a single enterprise systematically to establish a complete production, marketing, and

45

Zhang Chunyu and Tang Jun, “New Progress in China-Africa Financial Cooperation” (中非金融合作新进展), East
Asia Aspect, 2014. Translation.
46
CAD Fund was of the eight initiatives announced by President Hu Jintao at the 2006 FOCAC. (Zhang Chunyu and
Tang Jun, “New Progress in China-Africa Financial Cooperation” (中非金融合作新进展), East Asia Aspect, 2014.
Translation.)
47
United Nations Office for South-South Cooperation, “China-Portugal Fund and Wanbao Africa Donate 100 Tons
of Rice to Mozambique Disaster Area” (中非发展基金、中葡基金及万宝非洲向莫桑比克灾区捐赠百吨大米),
March 28, 2019. Translation.
48
The fund has invested in Liberia’s iron ore mines and the DRC’s copper and cobalt mines. In January 2010, the
fund and the China Coal Geological Administration signed a strategic cooperation agreement for “joint development
of African coal and other mineral resources." (China Coal Geology Administration, “China Coal Geology
Administration and China-Africa Development Fund Cooperate to Develop African Minerals” (中煤地质总局与中
非发展基金合作开发非洲矿产), January 19, 2010. Translation.) In March 2010, the CAD Fund and Wuhan Iron
and Steel Group signed a strategic cooperation agreement on “investment and development of Africa's mineral
resources.” (“WISCO's Two Major Overseas Projects Approved, Adding 2 Billion Tons of Reserves” (武钢两大海
外项目获批 新增 20 亿吨储备), China News Network, May 25, 2010. Translation.)
49
China-Africa Development Fund. The fund’s English-language website is accessible at: http://en.cadfund.com/.
50
Data on CAD Fund investments comes from comprehensive collection of press releases from the CAD Fund website
(cadfund.com) and media coverage spanning English-, French-, and Chinese-language press.
51
“Chery Automobile and China-Africa Development Fund Sign Strategic Cooperation Agreement” (奇瑞汽车与中
非发展基金签署战略合作协议), Gasgoo Comprehensive, August 22, 2011. Translation.
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service system… CAD Fund acts as a link to help the Chinese automobile industry ‘buy
together’ in exploring the African market.52
The CAD Fund has equivalent investments in appliances (e.g., the Hisense Home Appliances Park
in South Africa, jointly invested with Hisense), the bio-economy (e.g., Mali Pharmaceutical,
jointly invested with Wuhan Renfu Pharmaceutical), and materials (e.g., the Oriental Cement Plant
in Ethiopia, jointly invested with Jiangsu Qiyuan Group).53
Figure 4: China’s FDI Stock in Africa, 2003-2018 (USD million)54

Non policy bank tools: China uses non-policy bank tools to propel investment in Africa as well:
The China Export Credit Insurance Company, China UnionPay, China Investment Corporation,
commercial banks, provincial governments, 55 SOEs, industrial zones, and subsidies to other
commercial champions.56 All these tools, mechanisms, and players overlap. For example, the CAD
52

“China-Africa Fund Helps China's Automobile Industry Hold Together to Develop African Market” (中非基金助
力中国汽车业“抱团”开拓非洲市场), People's Daily, December 12, 2012. Translation. The CAD Fund has also
underwritten Brilliance Auto’s factory in Egypt, China National Heavy-Duty Truck’s in Nigeria, and FAW’s in South
Africa. (CAD Fund).
53
Data on CAD Fund investments comes from comprehensive collection of press releases from the CAD Fund website
(cadfund.com) and media coverage spanning English-, French-, and Chinese-language press.
54
“Chinese FDI Stock in African Countries,” China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins University School of
Advanced International Studies.
55
The National Development and Reform Commission has cooperation agreements with provinces – including Hebei,
Jiangxi, Hubei, and Shandong – to “take advantage of Africa’s industrial development and explore cooperation with
African countries through the committee-province collaborative linkage mechanism. That mechanism links Chinese
provinces to African countries. (Gu Dawei, “China-Africa Three Networks, One Standardization and Production
Capacity Cooperation Help Africa's Industrialization Process,” (中非“三网一化”与产能合作助力非洲工业化进程 )
China Investment, 2016. Translation.) See Figure 15: Consolidated Chinese-linked Physical Infrastructure Projects
on page 41 of this report.
56
Zhang Chunyu and Tang Jun, “New Progress in China-Africa Financial Cooperation” (中非金融合作新进展), East
Asia Aspect, 2014. Translation.
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Fund signed a cooperation agreement with China Credit Insurance in 2016. 57 China Credit
Insurance provides the insurance for the China EXIM Bank’s export buyer’s credit program.58
China’s industrial cooperation zones in Africa are funded by SOEs, private companies, provincial
governments, and policy banks. Chinese companies investing in Africa are also eligible for
preferential policies. Conditions related to direct subsidies are listed in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Preferential Policies for Direct Subsidies for Projects in African Countries59

Subsidy name

Application field

Description

Initial expenses

Legal partner, technical and business consulting fees, survey
and investigation fees; project feasibility study report fee;
purchase of normative documents and bids and other
materials; data translation fees
Transportation insurance premiums paid for the return of
agriculture, forestry, fishery, etc. within the output of rights
and interests obtained by overseas resource development.

Support upfront costs not exceeding
15% of the Chinese investment. The
support ratio cannot exceed 50% of the
upfront costs that can be supported
Subsidize at 20% of the actual payment

Go Out Personal
Accident Insurance

Subsidization of overseas injury insurance for Chinese
personnel working abroad

Disposal expenses for
overseas emergencies

A force majeure emergency outside the country poses a
personal threat; temporary expenses related to going abroad

Patent
registration
fees for overseas
R&D centers

Overseas patent registration fees

The insurance amount per person must
exceed 500,000 RMB, and the support
ratio cannot exceed 50% of the actual
expenditure
Implemented in accordance with the
provisions of the Ministry of Finance’s
2001
“Expense
Standards
for
Temporary Personnel Going Abroad”,
and the subsidy standards are
formulated by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs
50% of actual cost

Adaptive
training
costs for expatriate
laborers

Enterprise subsidies for adaptability of foreign laborers

Cannot exceed 500 RMB per person

Resource return

Chinese investments in Africa can seem patchwork. But it is clear that investment in Africa
responds to Chinese government backing, direction, and incentive-shaping policies. The strategic
orientation and mandate for action underpinning CAD Fund investments, including joint ventures,
underlines as much, suggesting that Chinese companies’ activity in Africa is not wholly ad hoc.60
57

“China-Africa Development Fund Signs 6 Cooperation Agreements with Africa Involving Cooperation in
Infrastructure, Healthcare and Finance” (中非发展基金签署 6 个对非合作协议 涉及基建医疗和金融等领域合作),
Economic Daily, September 7, 2018. Translation.
58
Zhou Yukun, “Development Process of China’s Export Credit Insurance” (我国出口信用保险的发展进程),
Insurance Studies, January 2019.
59
Xu Lingbo and Yu Haonan, “The Experience and Challenges of Chinese Enterprises' Investment in African
Industrial Park: Taking Ethiopian Oriental Industrial Park as an Example” (我国企业对非洲产业园投资的经验与
挑战: 以埃塞俄比亚东方工业园为例), Shopping Mall Modernization, 2019. Translation.
60
China’s negotiation of bilateral investment treaties with African partners further underscores the central support
afforded to both State-backed and private investments. China has 13 active BITs with African partners. These
constitute China’s engagement with Africa than that of the United States. For a historical and comparative treatment
of China’s Africa BITs, see: Won Kidane,” China's Bilateral Investment Treaties with African States in Comparative
Context,” Cornell International Law Journal, Vol. 49, 2016.
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More broadly, most large-scale Chinese construction and commercial activity in Africa is
supported – whether directly or indirectly, via preferential policies or funding – by the Chinese
government. 61 Government support does not necessarily translate to direct oversight over
individual projects. In areas that Beijing prioritizes, government incentives can foster duplication
and inefficiencies.62 But government incentives influence the direction and trends of activity, and
do so according to a certain vision of Africa’s strategic value to Beijing.
Case Study: The Angola Model
China’s loan for oil program in Angola is emblematic of a pattern of exploiting natural resource
reserves and fostering a cycle of indebtedness and dependency. Enabled partly by elite capture and
graft, China’s predatory agreements with the country have limited Angola’s ability to sell to other
trading partners, while significant pledges of investment have left the country little to show in the
way of promised infrastructure but with burdensome debt.
China’s present ties to Angola grew out a program to establish energy security through
diversification, as the country faced growing dependence on foreign oil after becoming a net
importer in 1993.63 “Exploiting oil import sources from the Middle East and Africa is the main
content of China’s energy diplomacy,” 64 noted Yao Guimei, an Africa-focused expert at the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, in 2003. Africa is particularly ripe for such exploitation. The
continent accounts for approximately 10 percent of global oil production.65 Some countries also
actively encourage international investment: “African countries lack sufficient development funds
themselves,” wrote Zou Lixing of the CDB in 2016, “so they take preferential measures to attract
foreign investment”66 (Appendix B.4).
In the late 1990s, China launched a campaign of trade and development lending targeted at oilproducing African countries. China’s Global Energy Network Development Cooperation
Organization writes that between 1995 and 2003, “China relied on traditional Sino-African
friendly relations, assistance, preferential loans, and other means quickly to realize and expand oil
imports from Sudan, the DRC, Angola, Nigeria, Gabon, and Equatorial Guinea.”67 At the same
time, Beijing invested directly in African oil projects (e.g., the Muged Basin in Sudan).68
61

The action plan issued at the 2015 FOCAC declared that “The Chinese side will encourage Chinese financial
institutions to provide financing and insurance support for China-Africa cooperation in energy, mining, agricultural,
processing, manufacturing, shipping, metallurgy, construction materials, information and communication technology,
electricity, railways, highways, ports, and airports.” (The Forum on China-Africa Cooperation, Johannesburg Action
Plan (2016-2018), December 25, 2015.)
62
In fintech, Transsion’s PalmPay and Chinese-funded O-Pay are poised to compete against each other in Nigeria.
63
Sergei Troush, “China’s Changing Oil Strategy and its Foreign Policy Implications,” Brookings Institution,
September 1, 1999.
64
Yao Guimei, “Strategic Consideration on Exploitation and Utilization of African Mineral Resources” (关于开发利
用非洲矿产资源的战略思考), West Asia and Africa, 2003. Translation.
65
U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), International Country and Region Production Data.
66
Zou Lixing, “The Emerging China-Africa Energy Cooperation” (新兴中的中非能源合作), International Finance,
2016. Translation.
67
Zhang Rui, “The History of China's Energy Diplomacy and the Characteristics of the New Era” (中国能源外交历
史与新时代特征), Peace and Development, 2020. Translation.
68
Zhang Rui, “The History of China's Energy Diplomacy and the Characteristics of the New Era” (中国能源外交历
史与新时代特征), Peace and Development, 2020. Translation.
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In 2004, Beijing launched concentrated efforts in Angola with a loan-for-oil model, commonly
referred to as the Angola Model. Between 2004 and 2007, China’s EXIM Bank provided the
Angolan government with more than $7.5 billion in oil-backed credit lines.69 Those lines of credit
expanded the two countries’ trading relationship and Beijing’s influence. They also coincided with
growing Chinese direct investment in Angola’s oil infrastructure. In 2004, State-owned China
Petroleum and Chemical Corporation (Sinopec) began purchasing production rights of Angolan
oil blocks.70 Such investment accelerated later in the decade.71 Between 2002 and 2012, Angola’s
share of China’s crude oil imports climbed from 8.2 to 14.8 percent.72 The figure has held steady
since. In July 2019, Angola was the top crude supplier to China’s independent refineries.73 Only
Russia and Saudi Arabia regularly serve as more significant suppliers to China.74
Figure 6: China’s Top 10 Oil Sources in Africa, 201875

China’s oil diplomacy and investment in Angola have fostered dependence. China is Angola’s top
export market. Angolan officials have expressed concerns about their reliance on China.76 They
have called for diversification of the country’s economy and trading partners but dependence risks
being a self-fulfilling prophesy; its inertia has proved difficult to escape.77

69

Yao Guimei, “Main Models and Challenges of Sino- Africa Investment Cooperation” (中国对非洲投资合作的主
要模式及挑战), West Asia and Africa, 2013. Translation.
70
“China’s Oil and Mineral Deals in Africa,” Reuters, October 22, 2010.
71
In 2009 and 2010, respectively, Sinopec and CNOOC expanded its role in Angola’s Blocks 18 and 32.
72
That jump is all the more remarkable the increase in China’s crude oil imports during that period.
73
“Angola Emerges as Top Crude Supplier to China’s Independent Refineries,” S&P Global, August 5, 2019.
74
UN Comtrade: International Trade Statistics Database. United Nations.
75
UN Comtrade: International Trade Statistics Database. United Nations.
76
Ryotaro Sato, “Angola looks beyond China for Aid and Investment: Technology Transfer and Diversifying
Economy are Key, Says Energy Minister,” Nikkei Asian Review, December 15, 2018.
77
Or, as China’s Global Energy Network Development Cooperation Organization puts it, “China was able to obtain
a long-term stable and affordable oil supply in a timely manner, which…drove China’s engineering, contracting,
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China has faced related criticism for the Angola model as a form of predatory lending. Angola’s
obligations through the model decrease the volume of oil that it can sell to other trading partners,
therefore its cash flow and the corresponding value of its currency.78 The loan for oil model also
makes Angolan solvency dependent on the price of oil. When the price of oil plummeted in 2008,
Angola, bound by loan terms set when the price of oil had been much higher, found itself
borrowing money to repay Beijing.79 As a 2018 Axios feature put it:
Angola is an example of the debt-trap in Chinese diplomacy, through which small countries
accrue massive debts by accepting Beijing’s offer to build much-needed infrastructure.
Then China has leverage to set the terms of future engagement.80
Such criticism is acknowledged in Chinese discourse.81 And Beijing has diversified its approach
to investment in African resources, including through swaps in which governments award Chinese
actors resource development production licenses in exchange for capital to build relevant
infrastructure.82 But the Chinese government may not altogether have rejected the Angola Model.
A 2019 article by researchers at the Development Research Center of China Geological Survey
and Hebei Province’s Geological Survey Institute praises the Angola Model and calls for it to be
applied to Angola’s mining, as well as oil, resources.83
Chinese engagement in Angola coincides with, and may directly benefit from, graft and elite
capture. Entities through which Chinese actors invest into and partner on projects in Angola’s
energy and infrastructure sectors have been targets of fraud investigations.84 The recent case of
Isabel dos Santos, daughter of the former, long-time Angolan president Jose Eduardo dos Santos,
offers a glaring example. Authorities have alleged that Isabel dos Santos, a former board member
of Sonangol – Angola’s State-owned petroleum and natural gas company – and her husband
improperly funneled over $1 billion to accounts and companies they controlled.85 Those funds,
and other firms that have partnered with dos Santos-linked enterprises, have a variety of ties to
China.86 Additionally, the Hong Kong-domiciled China International Fund (CIF) was implicated
equipment, and labor services to Go Out.” (Zhang Rui, “The History of China's Energy Diplomacy and The
Characteristics of the New Era” (中国能源外交历史与新时代特征), Peace and Development, 2020. Translation.)
78
In returning oil to China rather than selling it, Angola lost a critical source of cash, sparking massive inflation. (Eric
Olander, “China’s Infrastructure Finance Model is Changing.” The Africa Report, January 14, 2020.)
79
Eric Olander, “China’s Infrastructure Finance Model is Changing.” The Africa Report, January 14, 2020; “Angola’s
Debt-Reliance on China May Leave It Short-Changed,” Financial Times, June 13, 2018.
80
Erica Pandey, “Angola’s Chinese Oil Debt-Trap,” Axios, May 13, 2018.
81
Yao Guimei. “Main Models and Challenges of Sino- Africa Investment Cooperation” (中国对非洲投资合作的主
要模式及挑战), West Asia and Africa, 2013. Translation.
82
Eric Olander, “China’s Infrastructure Finance Model is Changing.” The Africa Report, January 14, 2020.
83
The article is funded by the Belt and Road Energy and Important Mineral Resources Exploration and Development
Tracking and Achievement Integration Project. (Sun Renbin et al., “Analysis of Angola's Mineral Resources and
Mining Investment Environment” (安哥拉矿产资源及矿业投资环境分析), China Mining, 2019. Translation.)
84
It is possible that some of the more high-profile recent cases will prove fraudulence by Angolan actors and not their
Chinese interlocutors; it is also possible that ongoing investigations will demonstrate clear causal relationships
between on-the-ground corruption in Angola and Chinese interests. Regardless of individual legal investigations, it is
clear that Chinese actors interact within proximity of questionable practices.
85
“Angola's dos Santos Wants Graft Case Dropped, Cites Documents She Calls Forged,” Reuters, May 12, 2020.
86
Sydney P. Freedberg, Scilla Alecci, Will Fitzgibbon, Douglas Dalby and Delphine Reuter, “How Africa’s Richest
Woman Exploited Family Ties, Shell Companies and Inside Deals to Build an Empire,” ICIJ Luanda Leaks, January
19, 2020.
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in connection to funds seized in 2020 by Angolan authorities from corrupt officials, including a
former officer of the Angolan Presidential Guard.87 Collaborations between CIF and Sonangol
have been documented as central financial vehicles utilized by the “88 Queensway Group” in
financing Chinese-backed projects in Angola.88

Minerals: Consolidating Control over Supply on the African Continent
In 2018, oil and minerals accounted for 84 percent of China’s overall imports from countries in
Africa.89 (Appendix B.2) Chinese companies own or invest in at least 77 mines in Africa.90 Yao
Guimei of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences calls Africa the “world’s treasure trove” of
mineral resources.91 The continent is home to approximately 30 percent of the world’s known
mineral resources, including about three quarters of global platinum and cobalt supply.92 China
actively imports, invests in, and builds industry chains on those mineral resources.
This chapter documents China’s investment in Africa’s mineral resources, exploring the typology
of actors implementing those investments, as well as their relationships among themselves, to the
Chinese government, and along the mineral value chain. The chapter describes horizontal and
vertical integration of China’s mineral operations in Africa. This chapter also uses trends in
Chinese discourse to outline the strategic patterns and ambitions animating Chinese engagement
with Africa’s mineral resources – namely a Two Markets, Two Resources-inspired aim to
influence global markets, especially for mineral resources whose supply is relatively consolidated
on the African continent.

87

Toh Han Shih, “Chinese Investments at Risk in Angolan Anti-Graft Campaign” Asia Sentinel, February 19, 2020.
The 88 Queensway Group refers to a group of investment and operating company entities that shared a single
registration address in Hong Kong and have been documented to have SOE and Chinese government ties. The group
of entities contributed as seemingly non-governmental sources to the financing of a range of projects in Angola. See:
Lee Levkowitz, Marta McLellan Ross, and J.R. Warner, “The 88 Queensway Group: A Case Study in Chinese
Investors’ Operations in Angola and Beyond,” U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, July 10, 2009.
89
People’s Republic of China Ministry of Commerce, “Statistics on China-Africa Trade in 2018,” January 26, 2019.
90
Mine ownership data includes operational mines and those under development. Excluded are examples where
investments have been announced but no documented operations can be verified. Also excluded are partnerships that
are limited to offtake agreements and legacy, minority stakes established by Hong Kong-domiciled entities prior to
2019. Data is aggregated from sources including the Economist Intelligence Unit, Business Monitor International,
Extractives Hub, and reporting from international institutions including the World Bank and International Monetary
Fund. Company data is sourced from company public disclosures and financial records, press releases, and scrutiny
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(“China Aims for Win-Win Partnership with African Mining Sector, Baker Mackenzie,” January 24, 2020). The
divergence is in part a function of the exhaustive data collection undertaken for this report’s analysis. It is also a
function of a methodology that identifies mines owned by Chinese-invested companies (e.g., Ivanhoe Mines, a
Canadian company whose major shareholders are Chinese State-owned CITIC Group Corporation and Zijin Mining
Group Co., Limited) rather than only directly Chinese-owned mines. (Annual Report 2019, Ivanhoe Mines, March 30,
2020)
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Yao Guimei, “Strategic Consideration on Exploitation and Utilization of African Mineral Resources” (关于开发利
用非洲矿产资源的战略思考), West Africa, 2003. Translation.
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British Geological Services’s World Mineral Statistics Database; Li-Ion In Zion, “Africa must assume its place in
the global battery race,” The Africa Report, January 7, 2020.
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Figure 7: China’s Mineral Import Sources and Mine Investments93

China’s top mineral imports by value from Africa are silver, gold, copper, diamond, aluminum,
iron and steel, cobalt, manganese, and platinum.94 China’s top import sources are South Africa,
the DRC, Zambia, Guinea, and Mauritania. Chinese investments in African mines are similarly
distributed. The majority are in South Africa (26), the DRC (18), and Zambia (9). 27 Chinainvested mines in Africa produce copper, 20 gold, and 15 palladium and platinum.95 Copper is a
necessary material for electric motors and machinery insulation more broadly. Platinum group
93

Mine ownership data is aggregated from a range of sources including the Economist Intelligence Unit, Business
Monitor International, Extractives Hub, and reporting and analysis from international institutions including the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund. Company data is sourced from company public disclosures and financial
records, press releases, and scrutiny of official entity ownership registrars in China and internationally. This
aggregation excludes projects that have been announced but for which documentation of active operations could not
be verified, partnerships that are limited to offtake agreements, and minority positions held by Hong Kong-domiciled
entities prior to 2019. Trade data is aggregated from UN Comtrade: International Trade Statistics Database, United
Nations based on 2018 data.
94
UN Comtrade: International Trade Statistics Database. United Nations. “Mineral imports” refers to imports of
alumina, antimony, bismuth, cadmium, chromite, cobalt, copper, gallium, germanium, gold, hafnium, indium, iron
and steel, lead, manganese, molybdenum, niobium, platinum, rhenium, rare earths, silver, tantalum, thallium, tin,
titanium, vanadium, zinc, and zirconium.
95
These total figures are poised to evolve – and likely increase – in the months ahead as COVID-19’s market shocks
prompt change in the global mining landscape. (Alycia MacDonald, “COVID19 Mining Impacts Mining Projects with
At Risk Production,” S&P Global, 13 July 2020.) For example, Banro Corporation agreed in June to sell a DRC gold
mine to Shomka Resources Ltd, invested in by China’s Baiyin International Investments. (Helen Reid, “Banro Agrees
Sale of Troubled Namoya Gold Mine in Congo,” Reuters, June 23, 2020.) And Shandong Gold has announced its
purchase of Cardinal Resources, which operates in Ghana. (Tom Daly, “China’s Shandong Gold to Buy GhanaFocused Cardinal Resources for $221 Million,” Reuters, June 18, 2020.)
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metals, which include both palladium and platinum,96 are critical inputs for products ranging from
fertilizers to fuel efficient vehicles to electronics.
The first known Chinese investment in an African mine came in 1998, when China Nonferrous
Metal Mining Group (CNMC) acquired an 85 percent stake in Zambia’s then-shuttered Chambishi
copper-cobalt mine.97 A lull followed over the next decade before a spate of Chinese investments
after the 2009 financial crisis, another after global mineral prices plunged in 2015, and the most
significant uptick to date in 2019. Chinese companies invest in Africa’s mines both directly (e.g.,
the Jinchuan Group holds majority stakes in four DRC mines and one Zambian mine) and
indirectly, by acquiring stakes in other companies that own mines. For example, Zijin Mining and
State-owned CITIC Metal together hold just over 40 percent of Canada’s Ivanhoe Mines – which
owns controlling stakes in South Africa’s Platreef platinum and palladium mine, the DRC’s
Kapushi Zinc mine, and the DRC’s Kamoa-Kakula copper mine.98
Figure 8: China’s Share of Copper, Cobalt, Platinum, and Gold Exports from the DRC, South
Africa, and Zambia, 201899

DRC
South Africa
Zambia

Copper (%)
6.9100
37.8
80.5

Cobalt (%)
86.5
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-

Gold (%)
52.8
45.9
-

Reported trade statistics suggest that China claims significant shares of mineral – especially copper,
cobalt, and gold – exports from the major producers in whose mines it invests (Figure 8). To that
crude mineral input access, China adds the greatest corresponding refining and production capacity
in the world (Figure 9, Appendix A).101 China establishes a position at every step of the mineral
supply chain.
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Figure 9: Copper Production, Processing, and Refining of Top African Producers, China, and the
United States, 2018102
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Building Integrated Industrial Chains
SOEs undertake the majority of China’s investment – especially direct investment – in African
mines.104 In almost 80 percent (61) of the 77 identified cases of Chinese entities investing in or
owning mines in Africa, the Chinese investor is, or investors are, State-owned.105 The four Chinese
companies with the most documented majority stakes in African mines are Jinchuan Group,
CNMC, Zijin Mining, and China Minmetals, through its subsidiary MMG Limited.106
102
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These State-owned companies also build and operate processing facilities. In many cases they do
so collaboratively, creating integrated supply chains among their mining, processing, and trading
operations. CNMC offers a long-standing example.107 As of July 2019, it has invested more than
$3 billion in Central South Africa, primarily in Zambia and the DRC. CNMC owns more than 20
subsidiaries in the region, owns mines and runs copper smelters, and operates a national-level
overseas economic and trade cooperation zone. 108 Through these investments, CNMC has
established a presence at every step of the copper and cobalt value chain, from processing rock to
producing copper and cobalt concentrate, to drying and smelting, to manufacturing copper
cathodes, to exporting those and turning them into copper-based electrical products.109 CNMC’s
Chambishi mine in Zambia is integrated with CNMC-owned processing plants, as well as a
CNMC-owned economic and trade cooperation zone that focuses on the mining industry and
trade.110 CNMC’s other mines connect to that operation, as well: The cobalt hydroxide from the
Zambia Baluba mine is shipped to CNMC’s Chambishi processing plant for recovery.111 CNMC
also invests in transportation infrastructure (e.g., access roads) to connect its mining and
processing operations.112 In April 2019, CNMC opened a new channel for transporting cathode
copper products via the Tanzania-Zambia Railway.113
CNMC’s integrated supply chains encompass other Chinese players, as well. Copper produced at
the Jinchuan Group’s Chibulama South Mine in Zambia is sold, according to an off-take agreement,
to CNMC’s Chambishi copper smelter. Jinchuan International purchases the copper blister
107
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produced at that smelter for its minerals and trading business.114 In some cases, similar agreements
are formed with non-Chinese partners. In 2015, CNMC subsidiary China Nonferrous Industry’s
Foreign Engineering and Construction (NFC) organized financing for the Eurasian Resources
Group’s (ERG’s) Metalkol copper and cobalt project in the DRC. The financing agreement
reportedly required that Metalkol’s copper cathode production be sold to NFC.115
Integration among Chinese players in the industrial chain does not end at mineral processing or
transportation. The CNMC-sponsored Zambia China Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone
(ZCCZ) creates a platform for the downstream industrial chain, services, logistics, and trade. The
zone is divided into two parks: Chambishi and Lusaka. The Chambishi park supports mining-based
industries. The Lusaka Division focuses on international logistics, high-end residential
development, appliances, light industry, food processing, and whole-sale building materials, grain,
oil, and commodities. 116 Through preferential policies and strategic agreements, the Zone has
attracted dozens of Chinese companies, State-owned and private. Those include mining, surveying,
and prospecting companies, as well as enterprises involved in logistics and trading, copper cathode
production, and anticorrosive material production.117
Chinese discourse defines industrial chain partnerships among Chinese enterprises as “strategic
alliances.” A 2018 article in China Mining, written by researchers affiliated with State-owned
Sinomine, 118 describes “strategic alliances with upstream and downstream 119 enterprises in the
industrial chain” and “active cooperation” among them. 120 “Only by virtue of the joint efforts
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among enterprises in forming industrial clusters and industrial agglomeration,” reads the article,
“can they occupy a place in the international market.”121

Long Term Position over Short Term Profit
Trends in China’s mining activity in Africa suggest a willingness to shoulder short term losses as
well as losses at certain nodes in the value chain for the sake of strategic positioning and long-term
profit. For example, CNMC’s Chambishi investments have lost money. 122 Chinese companies
have also consistently followed patterns of investing in African mines during market slumps,
incurring immediate losses but also benefiting from bargain prices. CNMC acquired the Baluba
and Muliashi copper mines in 2009, after a steep drop in global copper prices forced them to
close.123 This was just one example in a larger slate of Chinese investments in Africa’s mines
during the 2008-2009 financial crisis.124
A similar countercyclical pattern held in 2015. Copper fell from $10,000 per ton in 2011 to $4,300
in 2016.125 In 2015, China’s Zijin Mining Group, acquired a half interest in the Kamoa copper
project in the DRC, as well as a 60 percent stake in Australia’s NKWE Platinum, owner of the
Bushveld Complex in South Africa. In 2016, CNMC announced construction of two major
smelters in the DRC. That year, almost no mining projects that were not China-invested were
hiring in the DRC.126 Today, as COVID-19’s reverberations depress global prices, Chinese mining
companies seem to be increasing their appetite for overseas acquisitions. In early March 2020,
State-owned Zijin Mining Group., Ltd acquired Canada’s Continental Gold Inc. In May, Stateowned Shandong Gold Mining and Toronto-listed TMAC Resources formed an acquisition
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agreement. In June, Shandong agreed to purchase Australia-based Cardinal Resources. 127
Shandong increased its bid in September 2020.128
Losses in either the short term or upstream industry chain nodes might be considered “loss-leaders;”
sacrifices for the sake of larger, more profitable footholds in the longer term or downstream, higher
value add portions of the supply chain. In some cases, the larger profit to be reaped from such
sacrifices is a function of integrated supply chains. For example, CNMC derives value from its
Chambishi investments throughout the downstream value chain built on them even if those
investments themselves do not turn a profit. Examples exist in which Chinese companies are able
to take advantage of poor market conditions thanks to government financial backing. On March 8,
2016, China Development Bank and CAD Fund promised some $3 billion of funding to CNMC.129
According to press releases, that funding was intended to help “expand its business in central and
southern Africa and implement its Go Out strategy in depth.”130 In June 2016, the DRC’s Stateowned Gecamines announced that it was in talks to give CNMC a majority stake in Gecamines’s
flagship Deziwa copper mine, part of a larger, five-project, $2 billion deal.131 The agreement came
as Gecamines struggled under debt, including a $200 million loan it had taken out to acquire full
rights to Deziwa in 2012 after an earlier joint venture failed.132 Copper production at Deziwa had
been intended to bring Gecamines to solvency, but slumping global commodity prices challenged
the company’s aims to attract investment to, and draw capital from, the project.133

Strategic Intent: Pricing Power and Market Control
Chinese strategic discourse provides a context for these patterns, suggesting that Beijing’s
ambitions with respect to mineral resources on the African continent orient around long-term,
comprehensive market control rather than short-term benefit or immediate domestic demand. A
number of Chinese sources explain a competitive intention to shape international production and
supply of mineral resources, including of resources that are critical industrial inputs. In a 2019
piece, Sinomine Resource Group researchers write that “the goal [of mining investment] in the
127
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mature stage is to control the market and guide the technology.” They claim success: “In order to
alleviate the bottleneck constraints of incomplete resource development, China has implemented
Go Out; Two Markets, Two Resources; and Belt and Road, and actively participated in the
reconfiguration of the international market of mineral resources.”134
A 2018 article in China Nonferrous Metal News on China’s global copper positioning points
directly to pricing power: “As the world’s largest copper consumer market, China consumes about
50 percent of the world’s copper resources. Lack of market pricing power means ‘passive
slaughter…In recent years, many Chinese enterprises have expanded into the global copper raw
material market and mines, which has given China influence over the global copper market!”135
The Sinomine researchers explain a development strategy premised on identifying gaps, filling
them, and then building upstream and downstream presence on those footholds. “In any market,
there will always be market gaps…So even if China’s mineral resources Go Out strategy began
late, and the existing international market for mineral exploration is dominated by international
mining giants, there are still many market gaps.”136 Per the piece, Chinese companies should focus
on these gaps. Upstream and lower value-added industrial chains offer the best chance of early
success. Success in those areas then allows companies to “transition to competition in the
downstream market of the industrial chain.” The piece cites mineral resources with “unclear
prospects for exploration,” explaining that non-Chinese companies generally avoid these. “This
creates opportunities for mineral exploration companies.” Having prospected in those areas,
Chinese companies can use the relevant information “actively to participate in equity investment
or strive for direct mineral product trade.”137
Such discussions all prioritize economic profit. However, they prioritize profit derived from
control over the mineral market rather than from engagement within an uncontrolled system. Yao
Guimei outlined as much in a 2003 piece suggesting that the competition for international
resources is fundamentally one over their market system design.
China is objectively in a vortex of fierce competition for international resources. In this
case, if we do not consider China’s economic development of global resources, if we are
only satisfied with the random purchase of mineral products on the international market,
we will have to pay higher prices for imported mineral products on the international market.
That price will be readily controlled by others. It is a better policy to go to African countries
for exploration, to establish independent mining companies, and to gradually set up our
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own global mineral resources supply guarantee system. Only by actively governing the
allocation of international resources and breaking the control of Western countries over the
world’s strategic resources can we ensure the sustained and stable development of China’s
social economy.138
Yao places this perspective within the Two Markets, Two Resources context. “The development
and use of African mineral resources is a major strategy to solve the safety and long-term stable
supply of China’s mineral resources under the guidance of the Central Government’s principle of
‘using Two Resources and opening Two Markets.’ Those principles are an important part of
implementing China’s global resource strategy. Therefore, we must attach great importance to it
and take the initiative to attack.”139
A 2015 article by researchers at the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Chinese Academy of
Geological Sciences updates Yao’s Two Markets, Two Resources framing for emerging industrial
demand. “For many years, the development and use of China’s mineral resources has followed the
strategy of fully utilizing ‘Two Markets, Two Resources.’ But with the long-term high-intensity
mineral development and utilization in China [sparked by new industry], the ratio of mineral
resources to reserves has gradually declined, China’s dominant [domestic production] status in
international minerals has been reduced…Therefore, it becomes an inevitable choice to protect
domestic mineral resources and maximize the use of overseas resources.”140
The piece then outlines two key efforts. First, the defense of domestic resources, through both
protection of designated, strategic minerals and export restriction on their products and primary
raw materials. Second, influence over foreign resources: The “expansion of the ‘Go Out’ strategy
from acquiring or occupying overseas mineral resources to shaping global resources.” The article
describes a “mineral resources global strategy coordinated with the national global strategy” of
industrial prioritization to “influence the world’s resources.”141
Africa is identified as a key source of mineral resources in this strategy: “Africa and the Middle
East are very rich in resources. China can connect those to the human resources and market
advantages of ASEAN countries and India and the industrial, capital, technological, and talent
advantages of China.” The article outlines a range of mechanisms through which to position in
Africa, namely “acquisition of mineral rights, investment, joint venture development, shareholding,
and other methods of cooperation designed to obtain resources, transfer technology, occupy the
market, and enhance regional influence.” All are to be coordinated by a State Council-led
consortium of ministries and policy banks.142
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Case Study: South Africa
South Africa illustrates the extent of China’s industrial chain integration. China invests at every
step of the mineral industrial chain in South Africa, from mining to processing to industrial
production – and even to an information technology-enabled trade logistics platform. South Africa
is China’s top African source of mineral imports as well as the site of the greatest number of
Chinese-invested mines. Almost 90 percent of China’s imports from South Africa are from
extractive industries and various metals. China increasingly dominates South Africa’s minerals
trade: In 2018, 68.74 percent of South Africa’s mineral resources went to China.143
China’s main mineral imports from South Africa are gold, copper, and platinum. China’s mine
investments suggest a similar orientation: gold is produced at 15 of South Africa’s 26 Chinainvested mines, palladium and platinum at 13.144 South Africa dominates the global platinum
market. Its reserves account for more than 90 percent of the world’s known totals.145 60 percent of
Beijing’s platinum comes from South Africa.146
Wesizwe Platinum Limited acquired South Africa’s Bakubung platinum, palladium, and gold mine
in 2011 thanks to financing from the Jinchuan Group and the CAD Fund, themselves supported
by the China Development Bank.147 Chinese companies also invest indirectly in South Africa’s
mines, through stakes in foreign companies. In 2015, China’s Zijin Mining Group bought a 60
percent stake in Australia’s NKWE Platinum, owner of South Africa’s Bushveld Complex.148
Twenty of the 26 South African mines with Chinese investment are owned, in part or in full, by
Sibanye-Stillwater. Headquartered in South Africa, Sibanye-Stillwater is the world’s largest
primary platinum producer, second largest primary palladium producer, and third largest gold
producer. 149 Sibanye-Stillwater’s largest shareholder, with a 16.81 percent stake, is Gold One
International.150 Also headquartered in South Africa, Gold One International is itself owned by a
consortium of Chinese companies, led by State-owned Baiyin Nonferrous Group.151
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Figure 10: China’s Top Mineral Sources in Africa, 2018152

Chinese actors invest downstream along the mineral industry chain in South Africa as well.
Musina-Makhado Special Economic and Trade Zone offers a prime example. Declared a key
project of China-Africa cooperation at the 2018 FOCAC, the zone specializes in metallurgy.153 It
is operated by South Africa Energy Metallurgical Base, a subsidiary of China Shenzhen Haimao
Resources Holdings Co., Ltd.154 The zone’s industrial plant includes a coal washing plant, a coking
plant, an iron plant, a stainless steel plant, a ferro-manganese powder plant, a ferrochrome plant,
and a limestone plant.155 Farther downstream, China’s FAW automobile group launched a CAD
Fund-supported automobile factory in South Africa in 2014.156
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China invests in information-enabled trading systems to connect South Africa and China as well.
In May 2019, CNMC’s trading subsidiary, CNMC International Trading Co., launched its ChinaSouth Africa Logistics Platform. That platform leverages strategic cooperation agreements with
State-owned COSCO Shipping as well as Taiping Shipping, CMA Ferry, and Wanbang Shipping.
It provides integrated, information-enabled management for pre-port warehousing, packing, and
port logistics.157 Were this system to be connected to the already-integrated mining and processing
systems organized by CNMC and its partners, it could provide comprehensive control of and
information on an integrated industrial chain, from mining to shipping, between Africa and
China.158 Vertical integration promises obvious commercial advantages. It could also challenge
global regulatory and oversight mechanisms that need independent verification of trade
information for customs, environmental safety, and security concerns. For example, an integrated
channel for mineral products from their point of extraction through their shipment overseas may
remove transition points or engagement with other parties through which an outside regulatory
body would otherwise be notified of risks or conduct its oversight.159
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Agriculture: Footholds in a Developing Market
As with minerals, agricultural investments can create foundations for industrial chain development.
This chapter documents China’s investment in Africa’s agricultural resources, with an emphasis
on Beijing’s agriculture technology development centers and agriculture development zones, as
well as Chinese discourse around Africa’s agricultural markets and resources. China’s agricultural
engagement with African countries focuses on capturing markets for agricultural technology,
products, and services. Agricultural technology and equipment constitute one of the ten priority
areas of Beijing’s Made in China 2025 industrial plan.160
Figure 11: China’s Agriculture Trade with and Development Areas in Africa, 2014-2018161

Agricultural resources, unlike many of the minerals extracted in Africa, are not resources whose
supply is consolidated on the African continent: African countries do not provide nodes for
controlling the global market. China’s agricultural trade with Africa is dwarfed by its mineral and
160
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energy counterparts. The value of China’s agricultural imports from Africa amounts to a small
share of overall imports, totaling approximately $2 billion in value per year. By contrast, China
imported approximately $50 billion worth of minerals from Africa in 2018.162

Agriculture Technology Development Centers and Agriculture Development Zones
Beijing has institutionalized its connection to Africa’s agricultural markets and development
through a series of agricultural development areas. Beijing initiated a first set, called “Sino-African
Agricultural Technology Demonstration Centers,” at the 2006 FOCAC. Beijing originally
committed to 10 such centers.163 As of 2018, it had built 25.164 The technology demonstration
center program is jointly planned and organized by the Chinese Ministries of Commerce and
Agriculture. The centers are built and operated by Chinese companies, research institutions, and
government departments, backed by government funding.165 The centers and their financing are
intended to be handed over to their host, African country governments after three years.166
The centers range in focus, some orienting around agricultural equipment, others the planting or
breeding industry. The Ministries of Commerce and Agriculture explain a dual-pronged ambition:
“promoting the increase in food production in the recipient countries, improving agricultural
technology, and improving the level of food security; also building a platform for enterprises to
develop in Africa, and promoting agriculture’s Go Out.”167 A 2016 National Social Science Fund
project elaborates on the latter point: “These centers assist enterprises in investing in African
countries and establishing good relations with African governments; the demonstration centers can
reduce the time between investment in Africa and profit.”168
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In 2017, the Ministry of Agriculture launched a parallel project: ten “international agriculture
development zones.” They include five bases in Africa (Appendix C).169 As it is new, the concrete
implications of this project remain difficult to assess. Government policy does however make
intentions clear. The Ministry of Agriculture’s 2017 announcement on the launch of the project
presented a clear ambition to leverage foreign resources and integrate industry chains:
Enterprises in overseas agricultural cooperation demonstration zones should leverage
regional resource advantages and industrial characteristics; optimize the demonstration
zone planning and design, strengthen the construction of the entire industrial chain;
promote the integration of first, second, and third industries…to create a platform for
industry aggregation and integration and lead enterprises to Go Out together.170
The Ministry of Agriculture’s “Measures for the Appraisal and Assessment of Overseas
Agricultural Demonstration Zones” describe the Zones as “platforms and carriers to drive
agricultural enterprises to Go Out.” The measures clarify that the demonstration zones are designed
to foster a “clustering effect” and Chinese presence along the agricultural industry chain.171 To
that end, the Measures outline minimum quotas for Chinese-funded companies and investment in
the zones.172

Establishing Footholds in Africa’s Agriculture Markets
Agriculture development areas co-exist with a host of other Sino-African agricultural engagement
measures, including bilateral cooperation agreements, the dispatch of agricultural technical experts,
and personnel and equipment training.173 Chinese public-facing discourse emphasizes the role of
these projects in improving Africa’s food supply and security. 174 Internal Chinese discourse
suggests an additional set of ambitions, focused on capitalizing on Africa’s markets for agricultural
equipment and establishing production bases for the processed goods based on agricultural inputs
(e.g., textiles).
A 2018 research project supported by the Chinese National Social Science Fund on agriculture
zones in Africa explains the scope of China’s projected returns: “While integrating the agricultural
169
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development needs of the recipient countries, agricultural assistance to Africa should serve China’s
own economic development needs. When selecting key technology demonstration and
development areas, China’s agricultural products, materials, machinery, and other Go Out
elements should seek to maximize their advantages, demand, and good investment
opportunities.”175
Yang Baorang of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences writes more broadly of China’s
agricultural interests in Africa. He focuses on the agricultural market share to be claimed by
integrating into Africa’s agricultural development: “Any forward-thinking multinational
agricultural corporation must pay attention to Africa. Investment in the continent will strengthen
that corporation’s position in the global food and agricultural chain.” 176 Yang explains that
Chinese agricultural companies investing in Africa focus on the cultivation industry, namely of
biofuels and cash crops, as well as “investment in agricultural upstream and downstream
industries,” namely food processing and machinery.177
China’s industry groups echo the line. In June 2016, the Chinese National Agricultural Machinery
Circulation Working Conference held a meeting dedicated to “entering the blue ocean in Africa.”
As the founder and secretary general of the China Overseas Agricultural Industry Alliance put it
in his keystone, “whoever enters Africa first will lead the global agricultural machinery industry.”
So, China should “transfer its agricultural machinery production capacity to Africa, contribute to
African agriculture, and realize the mutual benefit provided by the window of opportunity.” He
calculates that the “potential market for agricultural machinery in Africa will reach $300
billion!”178
That market is also of interest to U.S. players, a potential tension that is not ignored in Chinese
analyses. A 2018 article by the China-Africa Trade Research Center179 reports that “driven by the
expansion of key markets such as Ethiopia and Zimbabwe, John Deere of the United States expects
Africa’s demand for its agricultural equipment will increase by eight to ten percent annually over
the next few years.”180 A 2018 article in the National Development and Reform Commission’s
China Investment journal paints a competitive dynamic: “The international competition between
175
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Chinese manufacturing and European and American agricultural machinery brands is becoming
more and more fierce. Global leading well-known companies such as John Deere, Sigma, Fiat, and
AGCO have also begun to increase their investment in the African market,” reads the piece, before
then laying out a “competitive strategy” for Chinese agricultural machinery companies.181
Figure 12: Top Ten Sources of China’s Agricultural Imports from China, 2018182

Industrial Capacity Cooperation
As is evident in both the mineral and the agriculture cases, industrial cooperation parks play
important roles in China’s engagement in Africa (Appendix D).183 This chapter documents the
nature and scope of China’s industrial zones in Africa and explores their role in fostering
concentrated industrial clusters and complete industry chains leveraging targeted foreign
advantageous resources – including mineral resources, agriculture, and inexpensive labor.184 The
181
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chapter also surveys the value of industrial parks in directing Chinese commercial engagement in
Africa and in facilitating access to developed markets.
Figure 13: China’s Industrial Parks in Africa185

Industrial cooperation parks are implemented and operated by Chinese State-owned and private
companies and coordinated with host governments. Financing for the parks is often provided
through institutions and programs like the Asian Investment Bank and Silk Road Economic Belt,
as well as through policy banks.186 The China Council for the Promotion of International Trade
(CCPIT) organizes its investment guides for Chinese companies around the parks.187
Since 1993, China has established at least 45 industrial parks over sixteen countries in Africa
(Appendix D).188 Ethiopia boasts the most with ten, all but one built since 2015. Nineteen of
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China’s industrial parks in Africa are operated by private companies, 26 by SOEs.189 At least four
of the zones – the Egypt Suez Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone, Ethiopia Eastern Industrial
Park, Mozambique-China Agricultural Technology Center, 190 and South Africa Hisense Cape
Town Atlantis Industrial Park – are invested in by the CAD Fund.191 Five of China’s industrial
parks in Africa focus on heavy industry, thirteen on light industry, and thirteen on agriculture. The
final fourteen are categorized as comprehensive industry zones.192
The industrial zones are predominately populated by Chinese companies. Members enjoy
preferential taxation and regulatory treatment from the local governments.193 The industrial zones
also provide their members with information consulting services (e.g., legal support), operation
management services (e.g., customs and human resources support), property management services
(e.g., maintenance, housing, and construction support), and emergency services. The zones
connect companies to transportation, logistics, and material resources.194 Gu Dawei of the National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) explains that “the NDRC and relevant Chinese
ministries guide and support Chinese enterprises, relying on important ports and railways to
accelerate cooperation in African free trade zones, special economic zones, and industrial
zones.” 195 He points to China Communications Corporation and China Earth Corporation’s
cooperation in jointly developing an industrial park project along Ethiopia’s Yaji Railway – itself
also funded by China.
Chinese discourse outlines three chief purposes of the zones. The first is industrial capacity
cooperation that leverages access to Africa’s strategic resource and labor inputs. The second is the
construction of integrated industrial clusters. The third is market access, in Africa and globally.
“Overseas park construction is a new opportunity that can effectively solve China’s overcapacity
and find new growth points for China’s economy,” explained Shang Shenping deputy director of
189
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the Strategy and Consulting Department of the China International Contractors Association in
2017.196 He further notes that the goal of the parks is to “match and optimize” capital and labor
resources, and that “overseas parks create favorable conditions for enterprises to Go Out and
reduce operating costs.”197
Pu Yingji of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences explains that China also uses industrial
zones to foster complete industrial clusters in Africa: “the Chinese government strongly supports
powerful enterprises to establish economic and trade cooperation zones overseas, to drive more
Chinese enterprises to invest in foreign countries and form a cluster effect.”198 Or, per the CCPIT,
these “are platforms for Chinese enterprises to ‘Go Out in groups.’”199
Wei Xiaohui of the Guangdong University of Foreign Studies spells out the relationship between
China’s industrial parks and integrated industrial chains: “China’s overseas economic and trade
cooperation zones usually revolve around the park’s leading products, introducing interconnected
industries or upstream and downstream enterprises in the same industrial chain to form a cluster
of investment. The aggregation of enterprises producing the same product forms a benefit-sharing
and cost-sharing effect in information, facilities, and markets.”200
Integrated industrial platforms allow Chinese companies to capitalize on Africa’s industrial
opportunities; to leverage available resources and the low cost of industry that comes with early
stage economic development – even as prices rise in China. The platforms also allow Beijing
influence over the process. In shaping the mandate of industrial parks, Beijing is able to shape the
industries that Chinese companies pursue in Africa. This is the “State-led, Enterprise-driven”
model at work. And in connecting industrial parks to resource investments (e.g., the ZCCZ, which
links to CNMC’s Chambishi mine and processing plant) and transportation channels, China builds
integrated supply chains, with the value from each node transferred to the next.
196
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Industry zones also ease market access. Goods produced and processed in most zones can be
directly sold on their host country’s market, as well as traded without import and export licenses.201
Production at Africa-based industrial zones can also grant Chinese firms preferential treatment in
the global market. Descriptions of Nigeria’s Lekki Free Trade Zone note that “due to the African
Growth and Opportunity Act, companies are not subject to quota restrictions on exports to the EU
and the United States. Nigeria is also a member country of the Lome Agreement. Enterprises enjoy
preferential tariffs on exports to the EU market.”202 As early as 2007, a year after the Zone was
founded, a Xinhua News article wrote that, “The advantages of the Lekki Free Trade Zone as a
development zone outside China have emerged…Nigeria is a member of the Lomé agreement, and
its products can enjoy preferential tariffs in the EU market without quota restrictions. Setting up
factories in the free trade zone to realize the localization of the origin will help avoid various trade
barriers and ease international trade frictions.” 203 As of April 2019, 44 Chinese companies,
including Huawei and Sinotruk, had formally signed investment agreements in the Lekki Zone.204
Case Study: Ethiopia
Ethiopia offers a prime case study of China’s industrial zone apparatus, the industrial integration
that China builds both in and around its parks, and implications for the African continent’s
development as well as global markets. “The most vigorous example of the development of the
industrial park model in Africa is Ethiopia,” announced China’s Sohu News in 2019.205 Ten of
China’s 45 industrial parks in Africa are in Ethiopia.206
Ethiopia, home of the African Union’s headquarters, has long been one of China’s strongest
partners in Africa. The two countries established diplomatic relations in 1970. In 2003, they signed
a comprehensive cooperative partnership, launching China-Ethiopia relations into what Beijing
calls a “fast track.”207 That fast track is evident in infrastructure (e.g., the Yaji Railway and Addis
Ababa City Light Rail). It is evident in cultural exchange, trade, and investment figures. It is also
evident in industrial parks.208
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The Eastern Industrial Park in Ducham Town is the flagship example. Launched in 2008 by
China’s Jiangsu Yongyuan Investment Co., Ltd, the Eastern Industrial was the first industrial zone
in Ethiopia to be built and operated by foreign capital. 209 It focuses on agricultural products
processing, metallurgy, building materials, and electromechanics. When Beijing launched the Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI) in 2013, China’s BRI enterprises flocked to Ethiopia and the Eastern
Industrial Park. Responding to the new demand, China’s Huajian Enterprise Group invested in an
additional industrial zone in Ethiopia, Huajian Ethiopia Light City, with a narrower, but parallel,
scope: leather, fur, feathers, and footwear.210
As the Eastern Industrial Park and Huajian Ethiopia Light City took off, Addis Ababa resolved to
adopt the model for its own development efforts, hiring the China Development Zone Association
to prepare an industrial zone plan.211 The result was eight additional industrial parks, built and led
by Chinese companies, with Chinese equipment and infrastructure.212
Chinese companies move to Ethiopia and to the parks drawn in part by preferential policies and
regulatory environments, as well as by low labor and resource costs. They also move for market
access. As Tao Huixing, director of the Eastern Industrial Zone managing committee, put it in a
2018 China Daily interview, “We have encountered many trade restrictions limiting exports to
Europe and America, especially textiles, garments, televisions, and some tech products. In these
circumstances, the Chinese government said, ‘if you all stay in China, then it will be more difficult.
Labor costs have increased, so you should find a new place overseas.’”213
China’s Industrial Textile Association echoes the point in its industry magazine, explaining that
Ethiopia’s low labor and energy costs, as well as abundant cotton resources, position it to meet the
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global demand for textiles brought about by a “fast fashion” era. 214 The magazine also notes
Ethiopia’s advantageous trade environment: “Many countries in the world give Ethiopian export
products different degrees of preferential treatment…Ethiopia enjoys the duty-free and quota-free
policies awarded to African products such as the African Growth and Opportunity Act and the
EU’s “Everything But Arms Agreement,” which leads to conveniences in exporting to neighboring
countries as well as the U.S. and Europe. In addition, most of Ethiopia’s commodities exported to
China, Japan, Canada, Turkey, Australia, and New Zealand are not subject to tariffs and quota
restrictions, and they enjoy preferential market access to India.”215
Beijing connects its industrial parks in Ethiopia to transportation systems in which it invests. The
China Communications Industrial Park is built along the Yaji Railway, itself also funded by
China. 216 Beijing has integrated Ethiopia into a virtual commercial infrastructure as well. In
December 2019, Ethiopia joined China’s Electronic World Trade Platform (eWTP), a cross-border
e-commerce network founded by Alibaba and championed by the State Council. 217 EWTP
provides smart logistics services and a digital architecture for cross-border trade.218 The platform,
of which Rwanda is also a member, aims to connect the countries’ markets and products to China’s.
It also integrates logistics, e-commerce, and financial technology. 219 EWTP may provide a
foundation for Beijing to extend integrated control beyond the physical, local foundations of
Ethiopia’s – and Africa’s – industry to its digital architectures and, with them, global market
engagement.
The case of the Huajian Shoe company in Ethiopia suggests that the benefits for Chinese
companies may come at the expense of Ethiopian players. Huajian is the sponsor of Huajian
Ethiopia Light Industry City. It is China’s largest private enterprise in Ethiopia and the source of
65 percent of Ethiopia’s footwear exports. “As a labor-intensive enterprise,” writes Zhao Lei of
the Chinese Communist Party School’s Belt and Road Institute. “Huajian has benefited from
Ethiopia’s low labor costs, which consolidated its international competitiveness.”220 Ethiopia’s
resources and low costs make it a prime environment to produce shoes. But a Chinese company
rather than an Ethiopian one dominates the industry.
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Infrastructure and Standards
The Yaji Railway and the Electronic World Trade Platform (eWTP) exist within a larger
constellation of Chinese infrastructure investments in Africa. That body of investment spans real,
legacy domains and emerging ones. 70 to 80 percent of Africa’s infrastructure (e.g., roads, airports)
is reportedly built by Chinese actors. 221 This section surveys Chinese investments in Africa’s
physical and virtual infrastructure. It also explores the proliferation of Chinese standards for those
infrastructure systems, taking Beijing’s “Three Networks One Standardization” program as well
as financial technology (fintech) as case studies.
Figure 14: China-linked Energy Projects222
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and scrutiny of official entity ownership registrars in China and internationally.
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Infrastructure projects in Africa account for some 30 percent of China’s foreign project contracting
turnover. 223 Meanwhile, Africa represents only four percent of China’s foreign trade and 2.4
percent of China’s FDI. Zhou Jinyan of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences wrote in 2020
that “China has become the largest supplier of infrastructure in Africa.”224 Wu Fang of the Ministry
of Commerce reports that 36.2 percent of China’s infrastructure projects in Africa are in
transportation, 11.8 percent in power, and 7 percent in communications.225
Chinese government and commercial actors have invested in or built – or are in the process of
investing in or building – more than 31,000 km of rail projects across 22 countries in Africa and
renewable energy projects totaling over 7GW of installed capacity across nine. At least 27 African
countries have planned, continuing, or completed road and bridge projects invested in, built, or
operated by Chinese entities. For non-renewable energy projects, that figure is 28; for airports and
airfields 23; and for ports 21. The Chinese companies involved in rail, road, air, and port projects
are almost exclusively State-owned. However, power projects – and especially renewable power
projects – reflect a more diverse collection of State-owned and private players (Appendix E).226
Figure 15: China-invested Physical Infrastructure Projects227
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Figure 16: Chinese Virtual Infrastructure Investments228

Infrastructure as Part of a Strategy: The Example of Three Networks, One Standardization
Both physical and virtual infrastructure systems run on technical standards. Chinese investments
in infrastructure may encourage selection of Chinese standards. Beijing’s “Three Networks, One
Standardization Project” offers a concrete, legacy example. Launched in 2014 by Premier Li
Keqiang, Three Networks, One Standardization (三网一化) orients around planning, building, and
interlinking Africa’s transcontinental network of rail, highway, aviation, and industrial networks,
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and doing so according to Chinese standards.229 Gu Dawei of the NDRC explains the underlying
goal as one to promote China-Africa “industrial and infrastructure connection,” more specifically
to “support connection among railway networks, ports, transnational highway projects…and
provide logistics support for industrialized projects.”230 As he explains it, the NDRC and relevant
departments jointly guide and support Chinese enterprises’ use of infrastructure cooperation to
propel industrial cooperation.231
Initiated one year before BRI, Three Networks, One Standardization is framed as a precursor to
BRI.232 The program focuses on Ethiopia, Kenya, and Tanzania. 233 It rests on flagship, largely
EXIM-bank backed projects in rail, road, and air. All three of the rail projects – Ethiopia’s Yaji
Railway,234 Kenya’s Mombasa-Nairobi Railway,235 and Nigeria’s coastal railway236 – have been
built according to Chinese rail standards. While not explicitly portrayed in the context of Three
Networks, One Standardization, Ethiopian Airlines has also incorporated AliPay into its app.237
The export of Chinese standards across Africa may allow Beijing to cement influence – especially
industrial influence. Infrastructure built on Chinese standards tends to depend on Chinese sources
for servicing and operation. Standards also give compatible Chinese systems an advantage.
Chinese railways, for example, are likely to be outfitted with Chinese cars; Chinese-made
smartphones come pre-loaded with Chinese payment apps that are built on and support the
promulgation of Chinese technical standards.238 Standards can have compounding influence, too.
The selection of standards in emerging domains in one country may influence the standards that
take root regionally.

China in the Fintech Ecosystem
The fintech domain offers a case in which global standards (e.g., payment processing protocols,
digital currencies) are only beginning to take shape. The African continent may play a critical role.
Its development trajectory positions it to leapfrog in banking systems: Many African countries are
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proceeding straight to e-payment and mobile transactions, bypassing conventional banking and
landlines.
This is a sprawling, fragmented, murky ecosystem. Fintech spans payment, lending, remittance,
investment, insurance, and blockchain systems; Africa has 222 digital payment platforms alone,
which is 200 more than the United States.239 Those platforms are predominately private and often
associated with telecommunications companies or banks.240
Chinese investors and companies – largely private rather than State-owned – are integrating into
developing fintech systems on the African continent. They tend to do so through three primary
avenues. First are partnerships with or investment in major African players in the fintech
landscape, including banks and payment platforms. WeChat and Alipay have strategic partnerships
with M-Pesa, 241 the top mobile money product in East Africa. 242 M-Pesa also operates on
Huawei’s G2 Platform.243 In 2017, AliPay signed a strategic partnership with Zapper, then the
largest mobile payment provider in South Africa; in 2019 with Nigeria-based Flutterwave,244 a
business-to-business payments service that processed $5.4 billion worth of transactions in 2019.245
Those partnerships offer Chinese players positions on Africa’s fintech platforms. Banks offer more
direct entry. As early as 2016, WeChat Pay established a presence in South Africa through a
partnership with Standard Bank.246 A 2018 agreement with Kenya-based Equity Bank – which
controls about 60 percent of e-commerce transactions in East Africa – allowed WeChat and AliPay
access to Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, the DRC, and Rwanda.247
Chinese companies also invest in Africa’s fintech players: Nigeria-based mobile payment service
O-Pay is majority-owned by a consortium of Chinese funders and was incubated by Opera, a
Chinese company.248 O-Pay has a daily transaction value of about $10 million. It is working to
scale to Kenya, Ghana, and South Africa and claims to be creating “Africa’s super app.” 249
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Second, China incorporates African countries into larger digital trade regimes and platforms that
influence digital economic development from the top down. Here, eWTP is the prime example:
Both Rwanda and Ethiopia are part of the Alibaba-spearheaded platform. Their eWTP agreements
include commitments to partner in digital economic development, especially tools like mobile
payments.250 In joining, Rwanda agreed to integrate with Alipay, as well as Alibaba’s Tmall and
Fliggy platforms.251 Similar moves are expected of Ethiopia.252
Third, the growing presence of Chinese smart phones in Africa’s market provides bottom-up
influence over digital economic development. China’s Shenzhen-based Transsion mobile phone
company is Africa’s leading smartphone producer. Its Tecno, Infinix, and Itel brands had a
combined 41 percent market share by unit sales at the end of 2019, up from 33 percent at the end
of 2018. The next largest player is Samsung, with a 19 percent share, followed by Huawei, with
10 percent.253 In November 2019, Transsion launched its own digital payments service, PalmPay,
a joint venture with China’s NetEase. The payments app will come pre-installed on Transsion
phones, which could make it a de facto choice.254
Chinese discourse and programs in Africa suggest that the connection between infrastructure
investments and Chinese technical standards is not an accident; that standard-setting on the
continent is a priority. Yao Guimei notes that “interconnection and industrialization are at the core
of China-Africa production capacity: Chinese standards are beginning to infiltrate Africa.”255 He
points to the EXIM Bank-funded Yaji Railway in Ethiopia that drove “Chinese standards and
regulations deep into Africa” and the Nairobi-to-Mombasa railway in Kenya that “serves as a
model for China’s railway technology standards to go abroad.”256 Chinese press echoes the value
assigned standards. A 2017 article in International Business Daily declares “Chinese Standards
Win in Africa.”257 China’s Foreign Trade Journal calls in 2018 to “let Chinese standards bloom
in Africa.”258
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Case Study: Kenya
“Kenya is the country with the strongest comprehensive strength in East Africa,” wrote Yao
Guimei in 2017. He calls Kenya “the best place for capacity cooperation between China and
Africa.”259 China builds key physical and virtual infrastructure systems across Kenya.260 Kenya is
one of the demonstration zones of Three Networks, One Standardization. Beijing seeks to
integrate that plan with Kenya’s “2030 Vision” development program,261 therefore to ensure that
the infrastructure and capacity developed as part of it are based on Chinese systems.262
Kenya’s case illustrates the dependencies that arise from China’s infrastructure construction. The
case also points to the degree to which standards can cement such dependence as well as their
potential to spread: Kenya’s geography, relatively industrialized status, and rapid adoption of
modern technological systems position its standard choices to influence regional ones.
The Mombasa-Nairobi Railway is a flagship project of Three Networks One Standardization.263
State-owned China Road and Bridge Engineering (CRBC) built the railway for approximately $3.8
billion, between 2014 and 2017, completing a $1.5 billion extension in 2019.264 The railway is
Kenya’s most expensive infrastructure project since its independence.265 Preferential loans from
China EXIM Bank covered 90 percent of the project. The Kenyan government financed the
remaining ten percent.266 The China EXIM Bank granted the loan on the condition that it approve
the rail operator: The Mombasa-Nairobi Railway is operated by CRBC’s parent company, China
Communications Construction Company.267
The Mombasa-Nairobi Railway is widely cited in Chinese discourse, in particular as a standards
victory. Deng Yanting of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences calls the rail’s “successful
completion a magnificent blueprint for using modern railway to promote the interconnection of
transportation facilities in East African countries,” noting that with a Chinese standard rail comes
“full introduction of the entire railway industry chain of China and Chinese enterprises.” 268 In
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other words, Chinese railway standards allow Beijing to determine the industrial systems and
infrastructure to which the rail connects. 269 Deng writes that “the objective requirements for
interconnected infrastructure are such that Chinese rail standards – represented by the MombasaNairobi Railway – will be adopted by other railway construction projects in East Africa…The
railway will continue to extend westwards. It will become a beach head and backbone for the
construction of a modern railway network in East Africa.”270
Discussion of the railway in the Kenyan and international communities is more mixed, with
widespread concerns about excessive cost, insufficient utility, and rising dependence on China, as
well as environmental impact.271 On Friday June 19, 2020, just a week after Xi Jinping highlighted
the rail project at the Extraordinary China-Africa Summit on Solidarity Against COVID-19, a
Kenyan appellate court ruled that the single-sourced rail contract with CRBC was illegal.272 87
percent of Kenya’s bilateral debt servicing payments go to China. 273 The rail project has
exacerbated Kenya’s debt balance. The railway, which cost nearly four times the original estimate
and three times the international average per kilometer,274 has lost money since its launch.275 The
line is intended to carry freight, but its route is largely out of sync with freight patterns. 276
Construction, by both China and Kenya, of the special economic zones and industrial parks that
the rail was intended to connect to Nairobi has consistently stalled. 277
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Okiya Omtata, a Kenyan activist who launched the lawsuit against the rail that led to the June 19
ruling, emphasizes standards. In a February 2020 Voice of America interview, he explained that
Chinese rail standards lock Kenya into China’s industry chain: “It’s a Chinese standard. So, we
cannot go to Brazil to buy spares for this. We must buy things from China. We are being tied to
China forever.”278
Beijing also exports virtual infrastructure systems and their standards to Kenya. Huawei is in the
process of building a smart city in Nairobi with a corresponding data center in nearby Konza.279
Kenya’s Safaricom mobile network, which is 35 percent owned by the Kenyan government,280 has
announced that it intends to rely on Huawei in establishing a 5G network in the country.281 AliPay
and WeChat have established presences in Kenya both indirectly, through strategic partnerships
with M-Pesa282 – which itself operates on Huawei’s G2 Platform283 – and directly, through an
agreement with Equity Bank.284 That agreement was signed in response to growing trade between
Kenya and China, and just a week after the Central Bank of Kenya announced that it was
considering using RMB as a reserve currency.285
These information infrastructure systems are areas in which Kenya leads in Africa. The standards
that Kenya adopts may influence those of its region. This is already proving true in the case of
Chinese fintech and Equity Bank, which has a presence across East Africa. Yao Guimei notes that
Kenya benefits from “active re-export trade,” with it the ability to expand markets and market
hinges in large part on China continuing industrial investment. Ruud Elmendorp, “Kenya Opens Second Phase of
Railway Project,” Voice of Africa News, October 16, 2019. And China has decided not to fund a planned third face of
the project, which may suggest leeriness about continued investment. (Cobus van Staden, “Kenya’s Standard Gauge
Railway and the Dramas of Development,” The China Africa Project, October 17, 2019.) Direct debt aside, the rail
project thus risks having increased Kenya’s dependence on China. Should Chinese investment ever create the
industrial demand necessary to make the railway profitable, the resultant industrial chain would be largely governed
by China. Kenya may receive immediate economic return, but on China’s terms.
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access across the continent and internationally. 286 He explains that in Kenya, China can use
industrial infrastructure as well as “national or regional transportation, communications, power,
and other infrastructure operation, construction, and management to leverage the country’s nodal
status and enhance regional radiation power. Or [China] can establish logistics centers to develop
Chinese marketing networks in Africa, build channel to export Chinese goods, and install
enterprises to provide services and expand exports.” 287 Qiao Rui, Director of the Information
Standards Research Office of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology’s Institute of
Electronic Science and Technology Information, makes a similar argument in the virtual domain.
“Kenya is the leader on the African continent in terms of technology introduction and progress.”288
Qiao highlights Kenya’s adoption of mobile payment, smart transportation systems, and disaster
relief platforms: “Kenya directly skipped the fixed network and developed the mobile network.”289
Kenya’s platforms, he continues, have proliferated across Africa and to other developing countries
in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and Asia.
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Security Cooperation
China’s infrastructure investments also have implications for its security engagement on the
continent. China’s conventional military presence on the African continent remains limited
(Appendix F).290 However, China’s military-civil fusion (MCF) program provides both theoretical
and mechanical basis for the transfer of resources and presence between military and commercial
domains.291
MCF is a government strategy.292 As a concept, MCF revolves around creating a dual flow of
resources between Chinese commercial and security actors by sharing technology, know-how, and
information.293 MCF is implemented through a corresponding institutional apparatus.
Many of the Chinese companies building and operating infrastructure in Africa are part of the
MCF program. For example, Sinohydro, which has participated in the construction of airports in
Liberia, Botswana, Mali, and the DRC, has an MCF management department.294 China Railway
Construction Corporation – which has developed or is developing at least 14 rail projects across
Africa – describes itself as “actively implement[ing]” the military-civil fusion strategy.”295 AVIC,
which has participated in the construction of airports in Zambia, Angola, and Benin, is a Stateowned aerospace company closely affiliated with the State Administration for Science,
Technology and Industry for National Defense (SASTIND). Huawei, which invests in and builds
African telecommunications networks, smart cities, submarine cables, and e-governance systems,
integrates into and cooperates with the MCF apparatus. 296 Their MCF participation entails
information sharing with and direction from Beijing’s security apparatus.297 AVIC and Huawei
have been designated as Chinese military-linked companies by the U.S. Department of Defense.298
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China’s existing, MCF invested, commercial and civilian infrastructure in Africa could provide a
mature foundation for the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), should the systems be integrated with
China’s security presence on the continent. For example, China has invested in, operates, or builds
ports in at least 34 African countries.299 These port investments constitute footholds that could be
converted to security ends. China has a clear interest in protecting its investments on the ground
in Africa. That interest extends to the sea lines of communication (SLOCs) over which Chinese
resources flow. Key port positions on Africa’s eastern coastline (e.g., the Djibouti Doraleh
container terminal) would support this defensive objective. Should Beijing wish more readily to
project power offensively in Africa’s region, it would require additional maritime positions.
China’s $590 million investment in a PLA Navy (PLAN) operated base in Djibouti, the PLAN’s
first such overseas outpost, is one tangible manifestation in this direction.
Figure 17: Chinese-invested Airport and Port Infrastructure Projects in Africa300
Airport Projects

Port Projects

Information infrastructure may come with even more immediate and extensive security
implications – and ones that are less readily monitored. Information-sharing among military and
civilian is a core tenet of MCF.301 The integration of Chinese information systems in Africa, like
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Huawei’s, with China’s military system could provide the PLA an information advantage. Such
integration could also compound the security gains to be redeemed from infrastructure investments.
For example, should the port information systems that China builds in Africa be connected to
military systems, the ports could provide security value even without being converted them into
operational bases.
Figure 18: China’s FDI and Military Exercises in Africa, 2001-2020302

Despite the foundation for MCF-relevant information infrastructure systems, China’s conventional
military footprint in African countries remains, as is true globally, relatively limited.303 China has
provided the African Union some $100 million in military aid to support the establishment of an
African Standby Force.304 China has also invested in military logistics and training facilities in
Cameroon, Somalia, and Tanzania as well as in consistent security cooperation with Angola, the
DRC, and Zimbabwe.305 Djibouti is home to a PLA Army Support Base, the Chinese military’s
first overseas base. Recent U.S. Department of Defense reporting suggests that the PLA may have
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designs on establishing similar, formal basing structures in Angola, Kenya, the Seychelles, and
Tanzania.306
Figure 19: China’s Arms Transfers to Africa (Trend Indicator Value)307

Peacekeeping offers an exception to this limited footprint. 308 China engages actively in
peacekeeping efforts in Africa, part of a general expansion in its global peacekeeping presence
over the past ten years.309 China’s contributions to UN missions in Africa date back to a 1989
peacekeeping operation in Namibia.310 Today, China deploys peacekeepers to the Central African
Republic, DRC, Mali, Sudan, South Sudan, and Western Sahara, constituting the largest
contributor of peacekeeping forces to the continent of any current Security Council member. Past
earlier efforts have included anti-piracy missions as well as security monitoring in Liberia.311
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Figure 20: China’s Arms Transfers (TIV) and Security Interactions in Africa312

While these are limited in scope, China also engages in arms sales and joint exercises with African
countries. Chinese arms exports flow to a diverse set of African countries including Algeria,
Angola, Egypt, Kenya, Namibia, Nigeria, and Tanzania. China pursues naval engagement with
some of its major energy and mineral partners in Africa. In November 2019, Beijing undertook a
joint exercise with South Africa and Russia in South African water: This was one of China’s most
complex overseas exercises to date.313 China has conducted port calls all along Africa’s coast,
including in Angola and South Africa.
Liberia Case Study
“China and Liberia relations have entered the best period in their history,” reads a 2018 article in
China’s Journal of the Armed Police College. 314 In 2018, China was Liberia’s second largest
source of imports and fifth largest export destination – and ranked as Liberia’s fastest growing
import and export market by volume of trade..315 Those economic ties have emerged since 2003,
alongside, building on, and even appearing to motivate China’s participation in peacekeeping
operations in Liberia. Trade volume between the two countries rose from $68.14 million in 2001
to $1.8 billion in 2009. In 2018, it stood at over $2 billion, of which Liberian imports from China
accounted for $1.9 billion.316
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Most of the Chinese economic activity in Liberia revolves around minerals, especially iron ore,
and forestry. Fifty-three percent of Liberia’s exports to China in 2018 were wood, 45 percent
minerals.317 In 2009 CAD Fund-owned China Union acquired Liberia’s Bong iron ore mine – with
it an estimated 304 million tons of iron ore reserves – for $2.6 billion.318 Between 2010 and 2018,
Chinese imports of minerals from Liberia grew from $16 million to $40 million.319 China has also
funded development of Liberia’s Monrovia port designed to facilitate the transportation of iron
ore.320 Of the 23 Chinese-funded companies operating in Liberia in 2018, the majority operated in
mineral development, engineering, agriculture, and forestry.321
The ties come despite a strained history: Beijing and Liberia cut off relations twice between 1989
and 1997, both times over Taiwan.322 But in October 2003 – two months after the Second Liberian
Civil War sent former Liberian president Charles Taylor into exile – the new government dropped
diplomatic ties with Taiwan and opened relations with China.323 The UN Security Council had
authorized a peacekeeping mission to Liberia one month earlier. Beijing deployed a first team of
peacekeepers to Liberia under that mission in November 2003.324 Over the next 14 years, China
sent over 10,000 officers and soldiers to Liberia, comprising some 20 percent of the UN force.325
The Chinese contingent focused predominantly on medical services and infrastructure, namely
road, construction, repair, and maintenance.326
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Figure 21: China’s Participation in UN Peacekeeping Operations in Africa327

Beijing has provided other aid to Liberia since 2003, distinct from its peacekeeping missions but
in some cases leveraging security mechanisms and building off of the peacekeeping mission’s
foundation. Between April 2014 and June 2015, Beijing delivered over $120 million worth of aid
to Africa for Ebola control efforts, chiefly in Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, and Sierra Leone.
Assistance directly to Liberia included medical supplies, dispatch of technical expert groups, direct
financial aid, food aid, and the construction of a treatment center.328 That treatment center was
operated by the PLA from 2014 until 2015 before being formally transferred to the Liberian
government in May 2015.329
Beijing has also developed infrastructure projects for Liberia, including a Confucius Center330 at
the University of Liberia launched in 2008, an agricultural technology demonstration center, and
a series of road projects. 331 The peacekeeping presence clearly interacted with these infrastructure
projects. Chinese media coverage describes cooperation between the China Railway Fifth Bureau
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Yang Li et al., “Protection of Medical Teams in the Chinese Ebola Treatment Center, Liberia: A Qualitative Study.”
Infectious Diseases of Poverty, August 16, 2018. In September 2014, the PLA dispatched three Chinese military
medical teams, for a total of about 500 people, to Sierra Leone and Liberia to help with Ebola treatment efforts. (Ibid.)
330
Confucius Centers or Confucius Institutes are educational exchange and programming efforts in foreign countries
that are organized and funded by the Chinese Ministry of Education. For context on connections between Confucius
Institutes and the Chinese Communist Party’s United Front Work Department, see Alex Joske, The Party Speaks for
You, ASPI, June 9, 2020.
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Hu Qiliang, “Research on the Promotion of Chinese in Liberia” (利比里亚汉语推广调查研究), Journal of
Changsha Railway University, 2012. Translation.
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and the Chinese peacekeeping team in Liberia during construction of the Hafi Highway Project.332
In 2017, the fifth Chinese peacekeeping police team to Liberia and Chinese-funded enterprises
held a joint Party day focused on BRI. At that event, representatives from the peacekeeping force
and the Party branch of Chongqing Foreign Construction (Group) Co., Ltd signed a joint
construction agreement.333 In 2018, the Confucius Institute at the University of Liberia reported
“close cooperation” with the Chinese peacekeeping team: “The two parties cooperate,
communicate, and support each other… The joint work carried out by the Chinese peacekeeping
police riot team in Liberia and the Confucius Institute at the University of Liberia has been highly
praised by the Chinese Embassy in Liberia and Chinese-funded enterprises…”334
Wang Wenbo of the State Forestry Administration suggests a relationship between China’s
investment in Liberia’s resources and its aid to the country in a 2018 article about Sino-Liberian
cooperation. He explains first that Liberia is rich in mineral and forestry resources; second that
China’s demand for those products, especially wood, has risen dramatically in recent years; third
that “China has provided a full range of selfless assistance to Liberia, especially during the Ebola
epidemic;” therefore that “it is an urgent hope that Chinese companies will invest in Liberia’s
forestry to help the country develop rubber and wood.”335 At the 2009 China Liberia Investment
and Trade Symposium, Liberia’s Vice President thanked Beijing for its contributions to Liberia’s
post-war reconstruction and invited Chinese companies to invest in the country, especially in
mining, agriculture, energy, and construction.336
If the Vice President’s language suggests that economic relations between China and Liberia
appear to build off of security ties, the reverse is also true. A 2018 article in China’s Journal of the
Armed Policy Academy argues that strong security relations and influence of Chinese peacekeepers
in Liberia are necessary to safeguard China’s economic interests in the country.
The stock of Chinese-funded enterprises’ investment projects in Liberia continues to
increase…The Chinese peacekeeping police can use the patrol time to increase patrols of
Chinese-funded enterprises and Chinese-inhabited areas…Strive to boost the safety and
confidence of Chinese people, create a safe atmosphere, and ensure the safety of Chinese
people and Chinese funded enterprises in Liberia.337
332

Xie Yongbin, Expansion of Party Building Projects Abroad (党建在境外项目的拓展), Enterprise Civilization,
2018, Issue 4. Translation.
333
“The Fifth Peacekeeping Anti-Riot Team in Liberia and Chinese-Funded Enterprises Launched Joint Creation and
Joint Construction Theme Party Day Activities” (第五支驻利维和防暴队与中资企业开展联创联建主题党日活
动), Xinhua News, May 22, 2019. Translation.
334
Confucius Institute at the University of Liberia, “Close Cooperation with the Chinese Peacekeeping Police Riot
Team in Liberia” (与中国驻利比里亚维和警察防暴队开展密切合作), June 1, 2018. Translation.
335
Wang Wenbo et al., “Analysis of Liberia's Forestry Development and China-Liberian Forestry Cooperation under
the Background of One Belt and One Road” (一带一路背景下利比里亚林业发展状况及中利两国林业合作探析),
World Forestry Research, 2018. Translation.
336
Gao Chao, Liberia: Huge Business Opportunities in Post-War Reconstruction (利比里亚:战后重建蕴藏巨大商
机), China's Foreign Trade, 2009. Translation.
337
Wang Honghai, Liberia's National Security Situation and the Security Response Strategy of the Chinese
Peacekeeping Police in Liberia (利比里亚国家安全形势现状与中国驻利维和警队安全应对策略), Journal of
Armed Policy Academy, 2018. Translation.
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Beijing frames its aid measures in Liberia as groundbreaking examples of commitment to the
country, and Africa writ large, where the United States and West have failed. 338 A Liberian
academic echoes that line: “Whilst the United States continues to debate the merits of aid to Liberia,
China will continue to fill a major gap in several areas of interventions,” wrote Dr. Josephus Moses
Gbala-hinnih Gray, a professor at the University of Liberia in 2018. He argues that Liberia’s
government should seek out closer ties with Chinese banks, companies, and government.339 But
such messaging belies the empirics. China’s aid to Liberia remains dwarfed by that of the United
States. Congress appropriated $5 billion in post-war aid and assistance to halt the Ebola outbreak340
and funded over a quarter of the UN peacekeeping operation in Liberia. The Armed Forces of
Liberia were formed through almost $250 million in aid from the United States.341
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See “Effect of US, China Engagement in Africa and Impact of Foreign Aid,” Belt and Road News, December 3,
2019.
339
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Win-Win Cooperation.” All Africa, August 7, 2018.
340
Beijing’s aid to Africa for Ebola control efforts – distributed primarily across Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, and
Sierra Leone – between 2014 and 2015 totaled approximately $120 million. (Meibo Huang et al., “China’s Aid to
Africa’s Fight Against Ebola.” South-South Cooperation and Chinese Foreign Aid, December 7, 2018.)
341
Cook, Nicolas, “Liberia: Political Transition and U.S. Relations,” Current Politics and Economics of Africa 11, 4
(2018): 325-356.
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Implications and Recommendations
China’s influence in Africa can be translated into corresponding global influence, with security
and economic implications for the United States.
First, in resources: Influence over Africa’s consolidated resource supplies grants influence over
international supply. The resources in question include energy and mineral resources. Many of
those minerals are critical inputs for emerging industry and have limited global supply.342
Second, in industry and markets: Influence over and footholds in Africa’s industrial development
may allow Beijing to retain dominance in low-cost global manufacturing even as prices in China
rise. The CCP exports its companies and infrastructure systems to Africa. As Beijing invests in
Africa’s resources, it also invests in the “upstream and downstream” 343 industries built around
them, namely processing, manufacturing, and transportation, creating integrated and insulated
industrial chains comprised of Chinese players. The export of Chinese standards may help to
cement China’s industrial systems in Africa. Moreover, China uses “localization” of companies in
countries in Africa to benefit from preferential trade relationships between those countries and the
developed world.
Third, in emerging standards: Given Africa’s scale and pace of growth, choices of standards on
the continent are likely to affect the direction of its development. This is especially true of virtual
systems (e.g., telecommunications, financial technology).
Fourth, in military-relevant information infrastructure, China’s information networks across
Africa, built in large part by military-civil fusion actors, could foster information asymmetry and
enable the PLA to project power in the region, while challenging U.S. efforts.
Finally, China is likely to accelerate its investment and positioning in Africa in response to
COVID-19. China consistently deepens its position on the continent during times of global
financial and geopolitical crisis.344 Hints of such moves were evident in a Sino-African summit on
342

As Zou Lixing of the China Development Bank writes, “the major economies increasingly depend on energy and
resources from Africa – not just for traditional oil and gas, but also for imports of strategic resources.” (Zou Lixing,
“The Emerging China-Africa Energy Cooperation” ( 新 兴 中 的 中 非 能 源 合 作 ), International Finance, 2016.
Translation.)
343
“Commerce and trade enterprises,” reads a report funded by a Zhejiang Province project on China-Africa
Collaborative Innovation, “can take advantage of the ‘Going Out’ of Chinese manufacturing to form vertical strategic
alliances between different industries in the upstream and downstream of the industrial chain. Core manufacturing
enterprises go abroad, form overseas supply chain alliances, and develop distribution channels.” (Gao Lianhe,
“Zhejiang Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises ‘Cluster’ Innovative Research on Non-Investment and Financing
Models” (浙江中小企业 ‘集群式’对非投融资模式创新研究), African Studies, 2016. Translation)
344
Yao Guimei explains as much: Describing times of crisis, he writes that “for Chinese government and commercial
actors committed to investing in Africa, opportunities outweigh risks. This is because, first, the decrease in demand
for African exports from developed countries causes the price of African products in the international market to fall
sharply…there is an opportunity to produce high-quality company stocks at a lower cost; second, developed countries
withdraw their investment in investment projects, prompting African countries to turn to China; third, the resources
and markets of African countries are still of great significance to the sustainable development of China’s future
economy, so long-term strategic investments can be made…If Chinese companies can actively intervene when African
countries are in trouble and expand the scope and scale of cooperation, when the global economy rebounds, Chinese
companies will receive generous returns. (Yao Guimei, “New Challenges and Strategic Planning for Chinese
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solidarity against COVID-19 chaired by Xi Jinping on June 17, 2020.345 They are also evident in
a surge in Chinese global mine acquisitions in the second quarter of 2020 that has already led to
Shandong Gold’s agreement to purchase Australia’s Cardinal Resources, which operates in Ghana.
This activity is reminiscent of spikes after the 2008 financial crisis and global price slumps in 2015
346

Recommendations
These implications prompt a series of recommendations for Congressional consideration. The
primary areas for potential Congressional action include improving governmental understanding
of China, repurposing existing tools for economic and security competition with China in Africa,
developing new tools for economic and security competition with China in Africa, and
implementing a comprehensive strategic approach to competing with China globally.
The CCP’s competitive orientation toward the United States and ambition for promoting
authoritarian norms and asymmetric competitive balances globally are increasingly apparent. The
implications identified in this study suggest that Africa serves as a beach head and a testbed. The
U.S. Congress has admirably accelerated its attention to China over the past several years. As U.S.China strategic competition escalates, the United States government bears responsibility for
understanding and responding to China’s activities in a fashion that protects U.S. interests and
those of allies, partners, and democratic norms globally.
Improving Understanding of China
• Current awareness of China’s role in and influence over critical mineral supply chains
remains inadequate. Congress should mandate identification and mapping of critical supply
chains to assess China’s influence over their inputs and U.S. vulnerabilities. This mapping
should account for both direct and indirect Chinese investment. It should also account for
trends in Chinese influence or policy that indicate emerging focus areas. Congressional
oversight of Department of Defense programs like the Defense Logistics Agency’s
National Defense Stockpile may provide an avenue for increased awareness of these issues.
Where vulnerabilities are identified, Congress should consider incorporating responsive
measures into programs like the National Defense Stockpile and through public-private
partnerships with related information gathering mandates.
• Intelligence and security monitoring ought to develop new and varied approaches to
monitoring and assessing China’s positioning that account for Beijing’s military-civil
fusion program and, with it, the military utility that can be redeemed from China’s paramilitary and commercial positions in Africa and elsewhere. Congress could add explicit
requirements for such information as a part of budget and force posture presentations to
Congress by U.S. intelligence community, Department of Defense, military service branch,
and unified combatant command leaders.

Investment in Africa” (中国在非洲投资的新挑战及战略筹划), International Economic Cooperation, 2015.
Translation.)
345
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346
“David Erfle, Chinese Gold Miners Continue Junior Shopping SPress,” Kitco, June 25, 2020.
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Repurposing Existing Tools
• Chinese State-owned enterprises and State-backed, private firms “localize” their operations
in order to avoid U.S. tariffs and non-tariff punitive tools deployed as a part of global,
regional, and bilateral trade agreements. Congress should require the U.S. Trade
Representative, bodies overseeing export controls, and other relevant authorities to update
their enforcement processes to account for China’s regulatory circumvention. U.S. free
trade agreements (FTAs) with African states should enhance scrutiny of foreign ownership
and tighten rules of origin definitions to restrict the ability of Chinese actors to circumvent
global trade commitments by “localizing” in Africa. Relevant terms and conditions vary
across trade agreements and investment treaties; U.S. negotiators should optimize for a
consistent ruleset that limits non-originating components that trace back to China’s nonmarket economy. Alternative dispute resolution mechanisms should be negotiated into
individual FTAs to provide U.S. authorities modes of recourse quicker than those offered
by the existing WTO system. Likewise, U.S. trade promotion activities on the African
continent should encourage transparency around foreign corrupt practices, human rights
abuses, and labor and environmental security. Where China contradicts its global trade or
security obligations, the United States should work with multilateral bodies and partner
countries to document and increase awareness of rule breaking.
• Foreign investment screening has proven to be a necessary tool for combatting China’s
forced technology transfer and strategic acquisition of national security and dual-use
technologies. However, recent reform of relevant tools stops short of addressing China’s
broad range of mechanisms. The Sibanye-Stillwater merger cited in this report
demonstrates the need for updated U.S. screening of foreign investments. The SibanyeStillwater merger saw U.S.-based Stillwater, the only active platinum and palladium
mining operation in the United States at the time, acquired by Sibanye, a South African
concern. Sibanye, despite its South African domicile, features a Chinese State-invested
actor as a significant owner. The Sibanye-Stillwater merger increased CCP influence over
a supply-constrained mineral resource. Investment review tools should be reformed by
Congress to account for the corresponding threats and China’s indirect tack. China-linked
capital investments and holdings in investment vehicles (e.g., as a limited partner [LP]) –
rather than just stakes in operating companies – should be covered transactions. Foreign
investment reviews should exhaustively vet ultimate beneficial ownership of investors
gaining access to national security relevant technology, infrastructure, and data. And
investment screening processes, including non-notified reviews, should be expanded to
consider lower ownership share thresholds for CCP-backed investment into U.S.-based
commodity extraction and processing fields.
Developing New Tools
• In Africa, Chinese actors aim to capture standard-setting and pricing powers in critical
sectors. Chinese industrial planning in this vein is developed in an intricate public-private
partnership that manifests in the “State-led, Enterprise-driven” model of industrial activity.
The United States has no equivalent system. Beijing’s military-civil fusion program
compounds this imbalance by building commercial gains into security advantage. Congress
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•

•

should task relevant authorities, like the Department of Commerce’s National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), with documenting the scope of China’s standards
strategy and forming a competitive analogue.
Congress should similarly assess whether African countries’ dependencies on China
influence their autonomy, including their engagement in international organizations (e.g.,
the UN). Congress should task the Department of State with providing a report that assesses
correlation between economic and commercial dependencies and autonomy. The report
should advance a responsive, comprehensive international organizations strategy that
prioritizes entities and outcomes, which could guide deliberate rule-setting and alliance
development efforts in those bodies moving forward. This report should also document
China’s departures from obligations in international organizations like the UN (e.g.,
leveraging peacekeeping forces to protect national assets and investments near a
peacekeeping mission site).
China’s engagement with countries in Africa is opaque and risks being predatory. Congress
should work with the Department of State to identify, document, and bring transparency to
China’s malign influence and activity in Africa, China’s corresponding information
strategy, as well as the ground truth of China’s ambition for engagement with specific
African states. U.S. efforts should also convey an affirmative, values-based vision in Africa
through U.S. information channels and those of like-minded allies and partners. Beijing
threatens democratic norms and values, human rights, and economic prosperity on the
African continent.

Developing a Responsive, Global Strategy
• At present, no U.S. government entity bridges divides between economic, security, and
narrative elements of national power that China integrates. Congress should consider
establishing a novel entity for carrying out such a mandate. It should be granted a
superordinate bureaucratic position. It should be tasked with coordinating a whole-ofgovernment approach to competition, diagnosing relative strengths and weaknesses, and
implementing a strategy that builds on enduring U.S. strengths vis-à-vis China and protects
against vulnerabilities like those exposed by China’s dominance of critical points of supply
in Africa.
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Appendix A: Case Study: New Energy Vehicles, Cobalt, and the DRC
New energy vehicles are a priority of Chinese State programs ranging from Made in China 2025
to planning for China Standards 2035. Beijing’s industrial planning prioritizes the architecture for
an Internet of Everything era.347 Connected vehicles will be critical nodes of that architecture.
More immediately, new energy vehicles are a major, growing market ripe for the taking, without
an incumbent. Their technology also has military applications.
Figure A: China’s Cobalt from the DRC, 2010-2018348

Most new energy vehicle batteries are cobalt-based lithium ion batteries.349 The DRC is the largest
global producer of cobalt, accounting for approximately 60 percent of world totals.350 Beijing has
leveraged investment and loans – as well as government and private sector relationships and
dependencies – to ensure access to that cobalt, its extraction, and its processing. In 2018, China
accounted for approximately 86.5 percent of the DRC’s cobalt ore and concentrate exports, by
value.351
Chinese companies own or invest in entities that own at least 12 of the DRC’s mines with cobalt
reserves.352 All but one of those companies is State-owned.353 China’s first, big cobalt bet in the
347
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the industrial Internet of Things phenomena – as well as their social and strategic ramifications. (Chinese Academy
of Sciences, The Science and Technology Revolution and China's Modernization (科技革命与中国的现代化),
Beijing: 2009.)
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in the lithium supply chain, as evident in China Minmetals’s recent partnerships with Mali Lithium. As a Mali Lithium
representative put it in an interview in 2019, “Minmetals highlighted to us the importance of long-term access to
sources of reliable, high-quality raw material in jurisdictions amenable to Chinese investment.” (“China Minmetals
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DRC came in 2007. That year, a consortium of Chinese firms, led by State-owned China Railway
Group and financed by the China EXIM Bank, landed rights to the Sicomine copper-cobalt mine
in Katanga, DRC.354 The agreement was initially valued at 9 billion USD.355 Through the deal, and
the Chinese-owned production supported by it, China’s annual cobalt exports from the DRC rose
from an annual value of 300 million USD to an annual value of over 1 billion USD by 2010.
Exports decreased slightly thereafter but have risen sharply since 2017.
Figure B: 2018 Cobalt Production, Processing, and Refining of Top African producers,
China, and the United States 356
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Chinese companies also invest in the processing of that cobalt, and in integrated supply chains.
The cobalt hydroxide produced at Jinchuan Group’s Ruashi mine is sold to Jinchuan and its
affiliates.358 Jinchuan’s Kinsenda mine is integrated with a processing plant.359 Jinchuan Group
sells the oxide ore produced at its Musonoi copper cobalt mine to a smelter built and operated by
Chengtun Mining. 360 CNMC has established leach plants and smelters, as well as a mineral
research and development center in the DRC.361
354
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Appendix B: Supplement to “Chapter 1: Tools and Mechanisms”
Appendix B.1: Chinese Investment and Lending in Africa
Figure: All Chinese Loans in Africa, 2000-present362

Table: All Chinese Loans in Africa, 2003-2017363

362

Deborah Brautigam, et al., “Chinese Loans to Africa Database.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative,
Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies. Published March 2020. Accessed June 10, 2020.
http://www.sais-cari.org/data.
363
In addition to $92 million USD 2003-2007; $228 million USD 2008-2012; $2.69 billion USD 2013-2017. (Deborah
Brautigam et al., “Chinese Loans to Africa Database.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns
Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies. Published March 2020.)
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Figure: Cumulative China-Africa FDI Flows, 2009-2018364

Figure: China-Africa FDI Flows, 2018365

364

“Chinese FDI Flow to African Countries.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies. Updated February 2020..
365
“Chinese FDI Flow to African Countries.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies. Updated February 2020..
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Figure: China-Africa FDI Stock, 2003-2018 (USD mn)366

366

“Chinese FDI Stock in African Countries.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies. Updated February 2020.
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Figure: China-Africa FDI and Trade, 2003-2018367

Appendix B.2: China’s Trade with Africa
Figure: China’s Bilateral Investment Treaties in Africa368

367

“Chinese FDI Flow to African Countries.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies. Updated February 2020; “UN Comtrade: International Trade
Statistics Database.” United Nations.
368
“Investment Policy Hub.” UNCTAD. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.
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Figure: China as a Top Trade Partner, FTA, and Bilateral Investment Treaties369

369

Trade figures drawn from 2018 data. “UN Comtrade: International Trade Statistics Database.” United Nations;
“China FTA Network.” Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs; “Investment Policy Hub.” UNCTAD. United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development.
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Figure: China as a Top Trade Partner, FTA, and Bilateral Investment Treaties, 2003-2018370

370

“UN Comtrade: International Trade Statistics Database.” United Nations; “China FTA Network.” Chinese Ministry
of Foreign Affairs; “Investment Policy Hub.” UNCTAD. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.
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Figure: Distribution of China’s Imports from South Africa, 2018371

Figure: Distribution of China’s Imports from DRC, 2018372

Figure: Distribution of China’s Imports from Zambia, 2018373
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Figure: Distribution of China’s Imports from Guinea, 2018374

Figure: Distribution of China’s Imports from Mauritania, 2018375
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Appendix B.3: Chinese Labor in Africa
Figure: Top Ten Destinations for Chinese Workers in Africa, 2018376

Figure: Top Ten Destinations for Chinese Overseas Population in Africa, 2018377

376

“Chinese Africa Labor Data.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins University School
of Advanced International Studies.
377
“Chinese Africa Labor Data.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins University School
of Advanced International Studies.
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Appendix B.4 Supplement to “Case Study: the Angola Model”
Figure: China’s FDI and Oil & Gas Projects in Africa378

378

This aggregation focuses on active operations in which Chinese actors hold equity stakes; the aggregation excludes
projects that have been announced but for which documentation of operations could not be verified, offtake agreements,
or projects that are focused on downstream refining, processing, and distribution. Oil and gas project data aggregated
from AidData, Business Monitor International. FDI data from “Chinese FDI Flow to African Countries.” Washington,
DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies. Updated
February, FDI data is drawn from 2018 figures. Chinese FDI Stock in African Countries,” China Africa Research
Initiative, Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies.
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Appendix C: Supplement to “Chapter 3: Agriculture: Footholds in a
Developing Market”
Table: China’s International Agricultural Development Zones in Africa379

Name
Focus areas
Mozambique-China Agricultural
Technology
Demonstration
Center
Cultivation and processing of rice, corn, and other food crops
Development of complete industrial chain in cotton planting,
Tanzania-China
Jiangsu- cotton seed processing, spinning, and weaving; agricultural
Xinyanga Agriculture, Industry machinery production; breeding of catalpa oil, cotton cake
and Trade Modern Industrial Park feed and other projects
Uganda-China
Agricultural Rice, corn, millet; beef cattle and poultry; rice, cassava, feed,
Cooperative Industrial Park
and beef processing; warehousing and logistics
Zambia-China
Agricultural
Products Processing Cooperation Cotton breeding, planting, acquisition, processing,
Park
warehousing, logistics, etc.
Sudan-China
Agricultural Cotton, alfalfa, agricultural machinery and equipment,
Cooperative Development Zone pesticides and chemical fertilizers

379

China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, “The First Batch of Overseas Agricultural Cooperation
Demonstration Zones” (首批境外农业合作示范区), November 15, 2018. Translation.
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Appendix D: Supplement to “Chapter 4: Industrial Capacity Cooperation
Table: China’s Industrial Cooperation Parks in Africa380

Country

Name

Algeria
Egypt
Egypt
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia
Ethiopia

China Jiangling Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone
Egypt Suez Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone
China Egypt Mankai Textile Industrial Park
Adama Light Industrial Park, Ethiopia
Hawassa Industrial Park, Ethiopia
Ethiopian Dire Dawa Light Industrial Park
Ethiopian Oriental Industrial Park
Ethiopia-Hunan Industrial Park
Klintu Industrial Park, Ethiopia
Ethiopian Kombolcha Light Industrial Park
Ethiopia China Communications Industrial Park (China Communications
Ethiopia ARERTI Industrial Park)
Huajian Ethiopia Light Industry City
China-Africa Modern Animal Husbandry Circular Economy Industrial Zone

Djibouti
Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe
Kenya
Kenya
Mauritius
Mauritania
Mozambique
Mozambique
Mozambique
South Africa
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria
Nigeria

Djibouti International Free Trade Zone
Huajin Mining Economic and Trade Park
China-Tianjin Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone
Kenya Pearl River Special Economic Zone
China-Kenya (East Africa) Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone
Mauritius Jin-Africa Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone
China-Mao (Hongdong) Marine Economic Cooperation Park
Mozambique's Beira Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone
Mozambique Wanbao Industrial Park
Mozambique-China Agricultural Technology Demonstration Center
Hisense South Africa Cape Town Atlantis Industrial Park
Nigeria Guangdong Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone
Huihong Development Zone, Calabar, Nigeria
Nigerian Lekki Free Trade Zone
Ningbo Industrial Park, Nigeria

380

Wu Mingquan et al., Information Dataset of China’s Overseas Industrial Parks (中国境外产业园区信息数据集),
Science Data Bank, 2019. Translation.
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Nigeria
Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone
Sudan
Tanzania
Tanzania

Yuemei Nigeria Textile Industrial Park
Sierra Leone Guoji Industry and Trade Park
Sierra Leone Agricultural Industrial Park
Sino-Soviet Agricultural Development Zone
Jiangsu-Xinyangga Agriculture, Industry and Trade Modern Industrial Park
Special Economic Zone in Bagamoyo, Tanzania

Tanzania
Uganda
Uganda
Uganda
Uganda

Zhongtan Modern Agricultural Industrial Park
Africa (Uganda) Shandong Industrial Park
Liaoshen Industrial Park, Uganda
Uganda-China Agricultural Cooperative Industrial Park
Central Umbala Industrial Park

Zambia
Zambia
Zambia
Zambia
Zambia
Zambia

Zambia Agricultural Products Processing Cooperation Park (Chipata Park)
Zambia Agricultural Products Processing Cooperation Park (Petauke Park)
Zambia-China Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone (Lusaka Park)
Zambia-China Economic and Trade Cooperation Zone (Chambishi Park)
Zambia Zhongken African Agricultural Industrial Park
Sinoma Zambia Building Materials Industrial Park
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Appendix E: Supplement to “Chapter 5: Infrastructure and Standards”
Figure: Chinese-invested Rail Projects and FDI381

Figure: Chinese-invested Road and Bridge Projects and FDI382

381

Infrastructure project data is aggregated from a range of sources including the Economist Intelligence Unit,
Business Monitor International, CEIC, and reporting and analysis from international institutions including the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund. Company data is sourced from company public disclosures and financial
records, press releases, and scrutiny of official entity ownership registrars in China and internationally. FDI data is
drawn from 2018 figures. Chinese FDI Stock in African Countries,” China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies.
382
Infrastructure project data is aggregated from a range of sources including the Economist Intelligence Unit,
Business Monitor International, CEIC, and reporting and analysis from international institutions including the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund. Company data is sourced from company public disclosures and financial
records, press releases, and scrutiny of official entity ownership registrars in China and internationally. FDI data is
drawn from 2018 figures. Chinese FDI Stock in African Countries,” China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies.
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Appendix F: Supplement to “Chapter 6: Security Cooperation”
Figure: Chinese Arms Transfers to Africa & Military Exercises (over time)383

383

“SIPRI Arms Transfers Database.” SIPRI. Stockholm International Peace Research Institute; “China Military.”
Chinese People’s Liberation Army.
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Figure: Chinese Arms Transfers to Africa & Military Exercises, 2000-present384

384

“SIPRI Arms Transfers Database.” SIPRI. Stockholm International Peace Research Institute; “China Military.”
Chinese People’s Liberation Army.
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Figure: Chinese Diplomatic Activities & Military Exercises385

385

“China Military.” Chinese People’s Liberation Army; “Diplomatic Agenda.” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
People’s Republic of China.
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Figure: Average FDI Flows, Military Exercises, and Bilateral Investment Treaties386

386

FDI data unavailable for 2001, 2002, 2019, 2020. Gray shading indicates negative average FDI flow. Data sourced
from “Chinese FDI Flow to African Countries.” Washington, DC: China Africa Research Initiative, Johns Hopkins
University School of Advanced International Studies. Updated February 2020; “Diplomatic Agenda.” Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China.
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Figure: China's Peacekeeping Operations (PKO) Troops in Africa by Country, 1991-2020387
Mission
ONUMOZ
UNOMIL
UNOMSIL
UNAMSIL
MONUC
UNMEE

Country

Mozambique
Liberia
Sierra Leone
Sierra Leone
Democratic Congo
Ethiopia
Eritrea
UNMIL
Liberia
UNOCI
Ivory Coast
UNMIS
Sudan
MINUSCA Central African Republic
MINURSO Western Sahara
MONUSCO Democratic Congo
UNAMID
Sudan
MINUSMA Mali
UNMISS
South Sudan

Years
Present

Number

1992-1994
1993-1997
1998-1999
1999-2005
1999-2010
2000-2008

10
10
6
6
234
5

2003-2018
2004-2017
2005-2011
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

598
6
418
2
9
226
370
426
1076

China's % share of trade, final year China's % share of trade,
of PKO
2018
4*
3*
5*
5
31
17
11
23
10
11
N/A

13
23
25
25
41
29
37
23
8
22
24
N/A
41
22
7
66

387

Stars indicate missions for which 2000 trade data was used for the final year of the peacekeeping operation. “Troop and Police Contributors.” United Nations
Peacekeeping. United Nations; “List of Past Peacekeeping Operations” United Nations Peacekeeping. United Nations; “Countries;” Observatory of Economic
Complexity.
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